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Abstract
This paper is devoted to the study of finite volume methods for the discretization of scalar conservation
laws with a multiplicative stochastic force defined on a bounded domain D of Rd with Dirichlet boundary
conditions and a given initial data in L∞(D). We introduce a notion of stochastic entropy process solution
which generalizes the concept of weak entropy solution introduced by F.Otto for such kind of hyperbolic
bounded value problems in the deterministic case. Using a uniqueness result on this solution, we prove that
the numerical solution converges to the unique stochastic entropy weak solution of the continuous problem
under a stability condition on the time and space steps.
Keywords : Stochastic PDE ● first-order hyperbolic equation ● multiplicative noise ● finite volume method● monotone scheme ● Dirichlet boundary conditions.
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1 Introduction
We wish to find an approximate solution to the following nonlinear scalar conservation law with a stochas-
tic multiplicative force, posed over a bounded domain D with initial condition and Dirichlet boundary
conditions: ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
du + div [v⃗(x, t)f(u)]dt = g(u)dW in Ω ×D × (0, T ),
u(ω,x,0) = u0(x), ω ∈ Ω, x ∈D,
u(ω,x, t) = ub(x, t), ω ∈ Ω, x ∈ ∂D, t ∈ (0, T ), (1)
where D ⊂ Rd, d ∈ N∗ is a polygonal subset with boundary ∂D, T > 0 and W = {Wt,Ft; 0 ⩽ t ⩽ T} is
a standard adapted one-dimensional continuous Brownian motion defined on the classical Wiener space(Ω,F , P ). In order to make the lecture more fluent, we omit in the sequel the variables ω,x, t and write u
instead of u(ω,x, t).
Note that, even in the deterministic case, a weak solution to a nonlinear scalar conservation law is not unique
in general. The mathematical challenge consists in introducing a selection criterion in order to identify a
unique solution. The notion of entropy solution was first introduced in the 70s by S.N. Kruzkhov in the
case where the domain was the whole space. In the present work we consider a stochastic version of the
entropy condition proposed by F. Otto in his PhD (see [Ott96]) to take into account our non-homogeneous
Dirichlet boundary conditions. We assume the following hypotheses:
H1: u0 ∈ L∞(D).
H2: ub ∈ L∞(∂D × (0, T )).
H3: f ∶ R→ R is a Lipschitz-continuous function with f(0) = 0.
H4: g ∶ R→ R is a Lipschitz-continuous function.
H5: v⃗ ∶D × [0, T ]→ Rd is a Lipschitz-continuous function and satisfies div[v⃗(x, t)] = 0 ∀(x, t) ∈D × [0, T ].
H6: There exists V <∞ such that ∣v⃗(x, t)∣ ⩽ V ∀(x, t) ∈D × [0, T ].
H7: g is a bounded function.
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Remark 1 (On these assumptions)
. H1 to H6 are used in the present work to prove the well-posedness of Problem (1). Note that, as it is
classically done for hyperbolic scalar conservation laws, for convenience one can assume that f(0) = 0
without loss of generality.
. Note that the present study can be extended to the case div[v⃗(x, t)] ≠ 0 (which brings additional technical
difficulties) following for example the work of [CH00] in the deterministic case.
. H7 is a technical and sufficient assumption used to show the convergence of the finite volume scheme
(precisely to prove that the terms denoted C˜h,k−Ch,k and D˜h,k−Dh,k go to 0 in the proof of Proposition
4).
Remark 2 Note that we can also consider the case where f is only locally Lipschitz-continuous if we make
the additional assumption that g has a compact support. Indeed in this case, by adapting the proof of
Vallet [Val08] Section 6.1, we can show that the stochastic entropy solution u also belongs to L∞(D).
More precisely, thanks to the Itô formula, this maximum principle is direct for the viscous solution u, then
it is conserved at the limit for u. Therefore it allows us to treat the cases where f is only locally Lipschitz-
continuous. In particular, all the results stated in this paper hold if one considers the stochastic Burgers
equation (i.e. when f(u) = u2).
1.1 State of the art
Only few papers have been devoted to the theoretical study of scalar conservation laws with a multiplicative
stochastic forcing, let us mention in chronological order the contributions of [FN08], [DV10], [CDK12],
[BVW12], [BVW14], [BM14], [Hof14], [KobNob]. The last of these papers is the only one which proposes to
study the problem with nonhomogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, whereas in the other papers cited,
the problem is studied on Rd, on the torus or on bounded domain with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary
conditions. Concerning the study of numerical approximation of these stochastic problems, there is also,
to our knowledge, few papers. Let us cite the work of [HR91] and also its recent generalization to the
multidimensional-case [Bau14] where a time-discretization of the equation is proposed by the use of an
operator-splitting method. Let us also mention the paper of [KR12] where a space-discretization of the
equation is investigated by considering monotone numerical fluxes. In recent works, [BCG] and [BCG2]
proposed a time and space discretization of the problem in the case where the domain is the whole space Rd
and showed the convergence of a class of flux-splitting finite volume scheme (in [BCG]) and more generally of
monotone finite volume schemes (in [BCG2]) towards the unique stochastic entropy solution of the problem
by using the theoretical framework of [BVW12]. For a thorough exposition of all these papers, we refer the
reader to the introduction of [BCG].
1.2 Goal of the study and outline of the paper
The aim of this paper is to fill the gap left by the previous authors by proposing a both time and space
discretization for multi-dimensional nonlinear scalar conservation laws forced by a multiplicative noise on a
bounded domain with nonhomogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions and studying the convergence of this
scheme.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we propose the definition of a stochastic entropy solution
for (1) and state the well-posedness result of the problem as a consequence of [KobNob], which proposes a
kinetic approach. In Section 3 we define the scheme used to approximate the stochastic entropy solution of
(1). Then, we give the main result of this paper, which states the convergence of the approximate solution
towards the unique stochastic entropy solution of the equation. The remainder of the paper is devoted to
the proof of this convergence result. In Section 4, several preliminary results satisfied by the finite volume
approximate solution denoted uT ,k are stated. Then, Section 5 is devoted to show the convergence of uT ,k
towards the unique stochastic entropy solution of Problem (1).
1.3 General notations
First of all, we need to introduce some notations and make precise the functional setting.
. Q =D × (0, T ).
. Throughout the paper, we denote by Cf and Cg the Lipschitz constants of f and g.
. ∣x∣ denotes the Euclidian norm of x in Rd and x.y the usual scalar product of x and y in Rd.
. For p = 1, d or d + 1, ∣∣.∣∣∞ denotes the L∞(Rp) norm.
. E[.] denotes the expectation, i.e. the integral over Ω with respect to the probability measure P .
. D+ (Rd × [0, T )) denotes the subset of nonnegative elements of D(Rd × [0, T )).
. For a given separable Banach space X we denote by N 2w(0, T,X) the space of the predictable X-valued
processes endowed with the norm ∣∣φ∣∣2N2w(0,T,X) ∶= E [∫ T0 ∣∣φ∣∣2X] (see Da Prato-Zabczyk [DPZ92]).
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. A denotes the set of nonnegative convex functions η in C2,1(R), such that η admits 0 as a minimum,
which is reached at a unique point κ ∈ R. We also suppose that η′ and η′′ are bounded functions.
. Φ denotes the entropy flux defined for any a ∈ R and for any smooth function η ∈ A by
Φ(a) = ∫ a
κ
η′(σ)f ′(σ)dσ. Note in particular that Φ is a Lipschitz-continuous function.
2 The continuous problem
Let us introduce in this section the definition of a solution for Problem (1) and the existence and uniqueness
result which ensures us the well-posedness of such a problem. This result is obtained under hypotheses H1
to H6. We follow [Vov02], which establishs the convergence of finite volume monotone schemes for scalar
conservation laws on bounded domains in the deterministic case. This work uses the concept of entropy
solution introduced by Otto (see [Ott96]) for Dirichlet boundary conditions. Such a notion of solution is
well-suited for numerical approximation (see [Vov02]) and is additionally equivalent to the BLN concept of
solution in the case where the solution is of bounded variation. We adapt this notion of solution to the
stochastic case.
Definition 1 (Stochastic entropy solution)
A function u of N 2w (0, T,L2(D)) ∩ L∞ (0, T,L2(Ω ×D)) is an entropy solution of the stochastic scalar
conservation law (1) with the initial condition u0 ∈ L∞(D), if P-a.s in Ω, for any η ∈ A and for any
ϕ ∈ D+(Rd × [0, T ))
0 ⩽ ∫
D














η′(u)g(u)ϕ(x, t)dxdW (t) + 1
2 ∫Q g2(u)η′′(u)ϕ(x, t)dxdt.
For technical reasons, as in [BCG2] for the case D = Rn and as in [Vov02] for the deterministic case, we
also need to consider a more general notion of solution. In fact, in a first step, we will only prove the
convergence of the finite volume approximate solution uT ,k to a stochastic measure-valued entropy solution.
Then, thanks to the result of uniqueness stated in Theorem 1, we will be able to deduce the convergence of
uT ,k to the unique stochastic entropy solution of Problem (1).
Definition 2 (Stochastic measure-valued entropy solution)
A function u of N 2w (0, T,L2(D × (0,1)))∩L∞ (0, T,L2(Ω ×D × (0,1))) is a measure-valued entropy solution
of the stochastic scalar conservation law (1) with the initial condition u0 ∈ L∞(D), if P-a.s in Ω, for any
η ∈ A and for any ϕ ∈ D+(Rd × [0, T ))
0 ⩽ ∫
D




















η′(u(., α))g(u(., α))ϕ(x, t)dαdxdW (t)
+1
2 ∫Q ∫ 10 g2(u(., α))η′′(u(., α))ϕ(x, t)dαdxdt.
Theorem 1 Under assumptions H1 to H6 there exists a unique measure-valued entropy solution for Prob-
lem (1). Moreover, it is the unique stochastic entropy solution in the sense of Definition 1.
Proof. According to the uniqueness and reduction result of [KobNob], there exists a unique generalized ki-
netic solution which is actually a kinetic solution to the first order stochastic conservation law (1). Moreover,
using the same arguments as in the work of [DV10], we can show that a kinetic solution is an entropy solution
and vice versa. To conclude we just have to exploit the equivalence between the notions of measure-valued
entropy solution and generalized kinetic solution.
3 Main result
In the sequel, assume that assumptions H1 to H7 hold. Let us first give a definition of the admissible meshes
for the finite volume scheme.
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3.1 Meshes and scheme
Definition 3 (Admissible mesh) An admissible mesh T of Rd for the discretization of Problem (1) is
given by a family of disjoint connected polygonal subset of D such that D is the union of the closure of the
elements of T (which are called control volumes in the following) and such that the common interface of any
two control volumes is included in a hyperplane of Rd. It is assumed that h = size(T ) = sup{diam(K),K ∈T } <∞ and that, for some α¯ ∈ R⋆+, we have
α¯hd ⩽ ∣K ∣, and ∣∂K ∣ ⩽ 1
α¯
hd−1, ∀K ∈ T , (2)
where we denote by
. ∂K the boundary of the control volume K.
. ∣K ∣ the d-dimensional Lebesgue measure of K.
. ∣∂K ∣ the (d − 1)-dimensional Lebesgue measure of ∂K.
. N (K) the set of control volumes neighbors of the control volume K.
. σK,L the common interface between K and L for any L ∈ N (K).
. nK,L the unit normal vector to interface σK,L, oriented from K to L, for any L ∈ N (K).
. E the set of all the interfaces of the mesh T .
. Eb = {σ ∈ E ∶ ∣σ ∩ ∂D∣ > 0} the set of boundary interfaces.
. EK the set of interfaces of the control volume K.
. nK,σ the unit normal to interface σ, outward to the control volume K, for any σ ∈ EK .
It follows easily from (2) the following inequality, which will be used several times later :∣∂K ∣∣K ∣ ⩽ 1α¯2h . (3)
Remark 3 Since ∣D∣ = ∑
K∈T ∣K ∣, Assumption (2) yields the following estimate on the number of control
volumes:
Card(T ) ⩽ ∣D∣
α
h−d. (4)
We now define the general monotone scheme. Consider an admissible mesh T in the sense of Definition 3.
In order to compute an approximation of u on [0, T ] we take N ∈ N⋆ and define the time step k = T
N
∈ R⋆+.
In this way [0, T ] = N−1⋃
n=0[nk, (n + 1)k].
The equations satisfied by the discrete unknowns denoted by unK , n ∈ {0, ...,N − 1}, K ∈ T , are obtained by
discretizing Problem (1). For the discretization of such a problem, we need to define the numerical flux.
Definition 4 (Monotone numerical flux) We say that a function F ∶ R2 → R is a monotone numerical flux
if it satisfies the following properties:
. F (a, b) is nondecreasing with respect to a and nonincreasing with respect to b.
. There exists F1, F2 > 0 such that for any a, b ∈ R we have∣F (b, a) − F (a, a)∣ ⩽ F1∣a − b∣ and ∣F (a, b) − F (a, a)∣ ⩽ F2∣a − b∣. (5)
. F (a, a) = f(a) for all a ∈ R.
Remark 4
. Note that it is not necessary to suppose F to be continuous, even with respect to each variable separately.
. It is possible to choose a numerical flux F depending on T , σK,L, n, as soon as the constants F1, F2
can be chosen independently of T , σK,L, n. For the sake of readability we will consider in what follows
a numerical flux F independent of T , σK,L, n.
The set {u0K ,K ∈ T } is given by the initial condition
u0K = 1∣K ∣ ∫K u0(x)dx,∀K ∈ T . (6)
The equations satisfied by the discrete unknowns unK , n ∈ {0, ...,N − 1}, K ∈ T are given by the following
explicit scheme associated to any monotone numerical flux F : for any K ∈ T , any n ∈ {0, ...,N − 1}
∣K ∣
k
(un+1K − unK) + ∑





where, by denoting nK,σ the unit normal vector to interface σ ∈ EK outward to K:
vn,+K,σ = 1k∣σ∣ ∫ (n+1)knk ∫σ(v⃗(x, t).nK,σ)+dγ(x)dt,
vn,−K,σ = 1k∣σ∣ ∫ (n+1)knk ∫σ(v⃗(x, t).nK,σ)−dγ(x)dt,
unK,σ = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
unL if σ = σK,L,
ub,nσ = 1
k∣σ∣ ∫ (n+1)knk ∫σ ub(x, t)dγ(x)dt if σ ∈ Eb,
Wn = W (nk), ∀n ∈ {0, ...,N − 1}.
Remark 5 When σ = σK,L, we will denote vn,+K,L = vn,+K,σK,L and vn,−K,L = vn,−K,σK,L , and using these notations,
we have vn,+L,K = vn,−K,L.
The approximate finite volume solution uT ,k may be defined on Ω ×D × [0, T ) from the discrete unknowns
unK , K ∈ T , n ∈ {0, ...,N − 1} which are computed in (7) by:
uT ,k(ω,x, t) = unK for ω ∈ Ω, x ∈K and t ∈ [nk, (n + 1)k). (8)
Remark 6 Note that for any interface σ ∈ E
vn,+K,σ − vn,−K,σ = 1k∣σ∣ ∫ (n+1)knk ∫σ v⃗(x, t).nK,σdγ(x)dt
and vn,+K,σ + vn,−K,σ = 1k∣σ∣ ∫ (n+1)knk ∫σ ∣v⃗(x, t).nK,σ ∣dγ(x)dt.
Moreover, since div[v⃗(x, t)] = 0 for any (x, t) ∈D × [0, T ], we have
∑
σ∈EK ∣σ∣(vn,+K,σ − vn,−K,σ) = 0. (9)
Indeed,
∑









div[v⃗(x, t)]dxdt = 0.
Remark 7 By denoting for any σ ∈ E, K ∈ T and n ∈ {0, ...,N − 1}
FnK,σ(a, b) = ∣σ∣ {vn,+K,σF (a, b) − vn,−K,σF (b, a)} ,
as a consequence of (9) we get that:
∀a ∈ R,∀K ∈ T , ∑
σ∈EK F
n
K,σ(a, a) = 0,
which allows us to rewrite the numerical scheme (7) in the following way :
∣K ∣
k
(un+1K − unK) + ∑




Remark 8 (On the measurability of the approximate finite volume solution) Let us mention that
using properties of the Brownian motion, for all K in T and all n in {0, ...,N − 1}, unK is Fnk-measurable
and so, as an elementary process adapted to the filtration (Ft)t⩾0, uT ,k is predictable with values in L2(D).
3.2 Main result
We now state the main result of this paper.
Theorem 2 (Convergence to the stochastic entropy solution) Assume that hypotheses H1 to H7
hold. Let T be an admissible mesh in the sense of Definition 3, N ∈ N⋆ and k = T
N
∈ R⋆+ be the time step. Let
uT ,k be the finite volume approximation defined by the monotone finite volume scheme (7) and (8). Then
uT ,k converges to the unique stochastic entropy solution of (1) in the sense of Definition 1, in Lp(Ω ×Q)
for any p < 2 as (h, k/h)→ (0,0).
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Remark 9 Under the CFL Condition
k ⩽ (1 − ξ) α¯2h
V (F1 + F2) (11)
where α¯ ∈ R⋆+ is a constant independent of the mesh coming from (2), we will prove in the sequel firstly for
ξ = 0, the L∞t L2ω,x stability of uT ,k stated in Proposition 1 p.6, and secondly for some ξ ∈ (0,1), the “weak
BV” estimate stated in Proposition 2 p.12. In the deterministic case, condition (11) for some ξ ∈ (0,1)
is sufficient to show the convergence of uT ,k to the unique entropy solution of the problem, whereas in the
stochastic case this condition doesn’t seem to be sufficient, that is why we assume the stronger assumption
k/h→ 0 as h→ 0.
Remark 10 This theorem can easily be generalized to the case of a stochastic finite dimensional perturba-
tion of the form g(u).dW where g takes values into Rp and W is a p-dimensional Brownian motion.
4 Preliminary results on the finite volume approximation
Let us state in this section several results satisfied by the finite volume approximate solution uT ,k defined
by (7) and (8).
4.1 Stability estimates
Proposition 1 (L∞t L2ω,x estimate) Let T > 0, u0 ∈ L2(D), T be an admissible mesh in the sense of
Definition 3, N ∈ N⋆ and k = T
N
∈ R⋆+ satisfying the Courant-Friedrichs-Levy (CFL) condition
k ⩽ α¯2h
V (F1 + F2) . (12)
Let uT ,k be the finite volume approximate solution defined by (7) and (8).
Then we have the following bound
∣∣uτ,k ∣∣L∞(0,T ;L2(Ω×D)) ⩽ Cest,
where
Cest = eC2gT (∣∣u0∣∣2L2(D) + 2T ∣D∣g2(0) + V (F1 + F2)∣∣ub∣∣2L2((0,T )×∂D))1/2 .
As a consequence we get ∣∣uT ,k ∣∣2L2(Ω×Q) ⩽ TC2est.
Proof. First one has
∑
K∈T ∣K ∣E[(u0K)2] = ∑K∈T ∣K ∣E
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣( 1∣K ∣ ∫K u0(x)dx)
2⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦⩽ ∣∣u0∣∣2L2(D).
Set n ∈ {0, ...,N − 1}. Let us multiply the numerical scheme (7) by unK , we thus get∣K ∣
k
[un+1K − unK]unK = − ∑
σ∈EK ∣σ∣{vn,+K,σF (unK , unK,σ) − vn,−K,σF (unK,σ, unK)}unK+ ∣K ∣
k
g(unK)(Wn+1 −Wn)unK .
And by using formula ab = 1
2





[(un+1K )2 − (unK)2 − (un+1K − unK)2] = − ∑





[(un+1K )2 − (unK)2] = ∣K ∣
2
(un+1K − unK)2 − k ∑
σ∈EK ∣σ∣{vn,+K,σF (unK , unK,σ) − vn,−K,σF (unK,σ, unK)}unK+ ∣K ∣g(unK)(Wn+1 −Wn)unK .
6
Using the finite volume scheme (7) we can replace (un+1K − unK)2 and we take then the expectation. Thanks
to the independance between the random variables (Wn+1 − Wn) and unK , together with the equality
E[(g(unK)(Wn+1 −Wn))2] = E[(g(unK))2]E[(Wn+1 −Wn)2] = kE[(g(unK))2], we get
∣K ∣
2




⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣( − k∣K ∣ ∑σ∈EK ∣σ∣{vn,+K,σF (unK , unK,σ) − vn,−K,σF (unK,σ, unK)} + g(unK)(Wn+1 −Wn))
2⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
−kE⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ∑σ∈EK ∣σ∣{vn,+K,σF (unK , unK,σ) − vn,−K,σF (unK,σ, unK)}unK




⎛⎝ ∑σ∈EK ∣σ∣{vn,+K,σF (unK , unK,σ) − vn,−K,σF (unK,σ, unK)}⎞⎠
2⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ + k∣K ∣2 E[ (g(unK))2 ]
−kE⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ∑σ∈EK ∣σ∣{vn,+K,σF (unK , unK,σ) − vn,−K,σF (unK,σ, unK)}unK
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (13)
Using (9), which states that ∑
σ∈EK ∣σ∣(vn,+K,σ − vn,−K,σ) = 0, this equality can be rewritten as, after summing over





E [(un+1K )2 − (unK)2] = B1 −B2 +B3, (14)








⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ∑σ∈EK ∣σ∣{vn,+K,σ(F (unK , unK,σ) − f(unK)) − vn,−K,σ(F (unK,σ, unK) − f(unK))}unK
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦





● Study of B1: Using the notations
A = F (unK , unK,σ) − f(unK), B = F (unK,σ, unK) − f(unK)
ζ = vn,+K,σ
vn,+K,σ + vn,−K,σ , and 1 − ζ = v
n,−
K,σ
vn,+K,σ + vn,−K,σ ,
since ζ ∈ (0,1) we get using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality that
⎛⎝ ∑σ∈EK ∣σ∣{vn,+K,σA − vn,−K,σB}⎞⎠
2 = ⎛⎝ ∑σ∈EK ∣σ∣(vn,+K,σ + vn,−K,σ){ζA − (1 − ζ)B}⎞⎠
2
⩽ ∑
σ∈EK ∣σ∣(vn,+K,σ + vn,−K,σ) ∑σ∈EK ∣σ∣(vn,+K,σ + vn,−K,σ){ζA + (1 − ζ)(−B)}2⩽ ∑
σ∈EK ∣σ∣(vn,+K,σ + vn,−K,σ) ∑σ∈EK ∣σ∣(vn,+K,σ + vn,−K,σ){ζA2 + (1 − ζ)B2}.




2∣K ∣ ( ∑σ∈EK ∣σ∣(vn,+K,σ + vn,−K,σ)) ×E[ ∑σ∈EK ∣σ∣{vn,+K,σ(F (unK , unK,σ) − f(unK))2
+ vn,−K,σ(F (unK,σ, unK) − f(unK))2}].
Using the fact that
∑
σ∈EK ∣σ∣(vn,+K,σ + vn,−K,σ) ⩽ V ∣∂K ∣ (15)
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which implies thanks to (3) and to the CFL Condition (12) that
k∣K ∣ ∑σ∈EK ∣σ∣(vn,+K,σ + vn,−K,σ) ⩽ kV ∣∂K ∣∣K ∣ ⩽ α¯
2h
V (F1 + F2)V 1α¯2h = 1F1 + F2 , (16)
we have
B1 ⩽ k
2(F1 + F2) ∑K∈T ∑σ∈EK ∣σ∣E[vn,+K,σ(F (unK , unK,σ) − f(unK))2 + vn,−K,σ(F (unK,σ, unK) − f(unK))2]. (17)
By denoting
Tn = {(K,L) ∈ T 2 ∶ L ∈ N (K) and unK > unL},
we see that the double sum in the right hand side of (17) can be gathered by edges, according to the
following formula (see [Vov02] Lemma 7 p.582):
∑
K∈T ∑σ∈EK ρnK,σ = ∑σ∈Eb ρnK,σ + ∑(K,L)∈Tn (ρnK,K∣L + ρnL,K∣L), (18)
where ρnK,σ = ∣σ∣E[vn,+K,σ(F (unK , unK,σ) − f(unK))2 + vn,−K,σ(F (unK,σ, unK) − f(unK))2]. This finally gives:
B1 ⩽ B1,1 +B1,2, (19)
where
B1,1 = k
2(F1 + F2) ∑σ∈Eb ∣σ∣E [vn,+K,σ (F (unK , ub,nσ ) − f(unK))2 + vn,−K,σ (F (ub,nσ , unK) − f(unK))2]
B1,2 = k
2(F1 + F2) ∑(K,L)∈Tn ∣σK,L∣E[vn,+K,L{(F (unK , unL) − f(unK))2 + (F (unK , unL) − f(unL))2}
+ vn,−K,L{(f(unK) − F (unL, unK))2 + (f(unL) − F (unL, unK))2}].
● Study of B2: We introduce the term B2,1 defined by
B2,1 = k ∑
σ∈Eb ∣σ∣E [unK {vn,+K,σ (F (unK , ub,nσ ) − f(unK)) − vn,−K,σ (F (ub,nσ , unK) − f(unK))}] .
We have then
B2 −B2,1 = k ∑(K,L)∈Tn ∣σK,L∣E[vn,+K,L{unK(F (unK , unL) − f(unK)) − unL(F (unK , unL) − f(unL))}
− vn,−K,L{unK(F (unL, unK) − f(unK)) − unL(F (unL, unK) − f(unL))}].
Denoting by φ the function defined for any a ∈ R by φ(a) = ∫ a
0
sf ′(s)ds, an integration by parts
yields, for all (a, b) ∈ R2
φ(b) − φ(a) = ∫ b
a
sf ′(s)ds = b(f(b) − F (a, b)) − a(f(a) − F (a, b)) − ∫ b
a
(f(s) − F (a, b))ds.
Using this formula, we define B2,2 and B2,3 by




(f(s) − F (unK , unL))ds) + vn,−K,L (∫ unK
un
L
(f(s) − F (unL, unK))ds)}⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
and
B2,3 = −E ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ∑(K,L)∈Tn k∣σK,L∣(vn,+K,L − vn,−K,L){φ(unK) − φ(unL)}
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
We have then split B2 into three terms:
B2 = B2,1 +B2,2 +B2,3.
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Note that since div[v⃗(x, t)] = 0 ∀(x, t) ∈D × [0, T ], one has



















=E ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣ ∑σ∈Eb k∣σ∣(vn,+K,σ − vn,−K,σ)φ(unK)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ −E






=E ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣ ∑σ∈Eb k∣σ∣(vn,+K,σ − vn,−K,σ)φ(unK)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ −E [ ∑K∈T φ(unK)∫ (n+1)knk ∫K div[v⃗(x, t)]dxdt]
=E ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣ ∑σ∈Eb k∣σ∣(vn,+K,σ − vn,−K,σ)φ(unK)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
Next, we will estimate simultaneously B2,1 and B2,3 which correspond to the terms on the boundary
of the domain. To do this, we first introduce the following technical lemma from [EGH00] (Lemma
4.5 p.107), which will be used several times in the sequel :
Lemma 1 Let G ∶ R → R be a monotone Lipschitz-continuous function with a Lipschitz constant
CG > 0. Then: ∣∫ d
c
G(t) − G(c)dt∣ ⩾ 1
2CG (G(d) − G(c))2,∀c, d ∈ R.
Thanks to this lemma, we estimate B2,1 by treating separately the terms unK (F (unK , ub,nσ ) − f(unK))
and −unK (F (ub,nσ , unK) − f(unK)):
. Study of unK (F (unK , ub,nσ ) − f(unK)): by using the nonincreasing and F2-Lispchitz continuous func-
tion ϕd function defined by
ϕd(s) = F (unK , s),∀s ∈ R,
we have
unK (F (unK , ub,nσ ) − f(unK)) = unK (F (unK , ub,nσ ) − F (unK , unK)) = unK (ϕd(ub,nσ ) − ϕd(unK)) .
We now introduce the function φd defined by φd(a) = aϕd(a) − ∫ a0 ϕd(s)ds for any a ∈ R, one has
then for any a, b ∈ R:
φd(b) − φd(a) = b(ϕd(b) − ϕd(a)) − ∫ b
a
ϕd(s) − ϕd(a)ds.
With a = ub,nσ and b = unK , we deduce from this last equality that
unK (F (unK , ub,nσ ) − f(unK)) = −unK (ϕd(unK) − ϕd(ub,nσ ))




ϕd(s) − ϕd(ub,nσ )ds
⩾ φd(ub,nσ ) − φd(unK) + 1
2F2
(ϕd(ub,nσ ) − ϕd(unK))2
⩾ φd(ub,nσ ) − φd(unK) + 1
2(F1 + F2) (F (unK , ub,nσ ) − f(unK))2 . (20)
. Study of −unK (F (ub,nσ , unK) − f(unK)): by using the nondecreasing and F1-Lispchitz continuous
function ϕg defined by
ϕg(s) = F (s, unK),∀s ∈ R,
we have
−unK (F (ub,nσ , unK) − f(unK)) = unK (F (unK , unK) − F (ub,nσ , unK)) = unK (ϕg(unK) − ϕg(ub,nσ )) .
We now introduce the function φg defined by φg(a) = aϕg(a) − ∫ a0 ϕg(s)ds for any a ∈ R, one has
then for any a, b ∈ R:




With a = ub,nσ and b = unK , we deduce from this last equality that−unK (F (ub,nσ , unK) − f(unK)) = unK (ϕg(unK) − ϕg(ub,nσ ))




ϕg(s) − ϕg(ub,nσ )ds
⩾ φg(unK) − φg(ub,nσ ) + 1
2F1
(F (ub,nσ , unK) − f(unK))2
⩾ φg(unK) − φg(ub,nσ ) + 1
2(F1 + F2) (F (ub,nσ , unK) − f(unK))2 . (21)
. Thanks to (20) and (21) we get
B2,1 = k ∑
σ∈Eb ∣σ∣E [unK {vn,+K,σ (F (unK , ub,nσ ) − f(unK)) − vn,−K,σ (F (ub,nσ , unK) − f(unK))}]
⩾ k ∑
σ∈Eb ∣σ∣E [vn,+K,σ {φd(ub,nσ ) − φd(unK) + 12(F1 + F2) (F (unK , ub,nσ ) − f(unK))2}
+ vn,−K,σ {φg(unK) − φg(ub,nσ ) + 12(F1 + F2) (F (ub,nσ , unK) − f(unK))2}]
= k
2(F1 + F2) ∑σ∈Eb ∣σ∣E [vn,+K,σ (F (unK , ub,nσ ) − f(unK))2 + vn,−K,σ (F (ub,nσ , unK) − f(unK))2]+ k ∑
σ∈Eb ∣σ∣E [vn,+K,σ {φd(ub,nσ ) − φd(unK)} + vn,−K,σ {φg(unK) − φg(ub,nσ )}]= B1,1 + k ∑
σ∈Eb ∣σ∣E [vn,+K,σ {φd(ub,nσ ) − φd(unK)} + vn,−K,σ {φg(unK) − φg(ub,nσ )}]⩾ B1,1 + k ∑
σ∈Eb ∣σ∣E [vn,−K,σφg(unK) − vn,+K,σφd(unK)]+k ∑σ∈Eb ∣σ∣E[vn,+K,σφd(ub,nσ ) − vn,−K,σφg(ub,nσ )].
. Let us now estimate B2,1 +B2,3 ∶
B2,1 +B2,3 ⩾ B1,1 + k ∑
σ∈Eb ∣σ∣E [vn,−K,σφg(unK) − vn,+K,σφd(unK)] − k ∑σ∈Eb ∣σ∣vn,−K,σE [φg(ub,nσ )]+k ∑
σ∈Eb ∣σ∣vn,+K,σE [φd(ub,nσ )] +B2,3= B1,1 + k ∑
σ∈Eb ∣σ∣E [vn,−K,σφg(unK) − vn,+K,σφd(unK)] − k ∑σ∈Eb ∣σ∣vn,−K,σE [φg(ub,nσ )]
+k ∑
σ∈Eb ∣σ∣vn,+K,σE [φd(ub,nσ )] +E
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣ ∑σ∈Eb k∣σ∣(vn,+K,σ − vn,−K,σ)φ(unK)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦= B1,1 + k ∑
σ∈Eb ∣σ∣E [vn,+K,σ{φ(unK) − φd(unK)} + vn,−K,σ{φg(unK) − φ(unK)}]+k ∑
σ∈Eb ∣σ∣E[vn,+K,σφd(ub,nσ ) − vn,−K,σφg(ub,nσ )].
Using the fact that F is nondecreasing with respect to its first variable and nonincreasing with respect
to its second one, one shows that
φ(unK) − φd(unK) ⩾ 0, (22)
and
φg(unK) − φ(unK) ⩾ 0. (23)
Indeed, since φ(a) = ∫ a
0
sf ′(s)ds, we have
φ(unK) − φd(unK) = unKf(unK) − ∫ unK
0
f(s)ds − (unKF (unK , unK) − ∫ unK
0
F (unK , s)ds)
= ∫ unK
0
(F (unK , s) − F (s, s))ds⩾ 0,
and
φg(unK) − φ(unK) = unKF (unK , unK) − ∫ unK
0





F (s, s) − F (s, unK)ds⩾ 0.
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Finally,
B2,1 +B2,3 ⩾ B1,1+k ∑
σ∈Eb ∣σ∣E[vn,+K,σφd(ub,nσ ) − vn,−K,σφg(ub,nσ )]. (24)
Let us now turn to an estimate of B2,2. To do this, we use again Lemma 1 which gives us for all
a, b ∈ R the following inequalities:
∫ b
a
f(t) − F (a, b)dt ⩾ ∫ b
a
F (a, t) − F (a, a)dt ⩾ 1
2F2




f(t) − F (a, b)dt ⩾ ∫ b
a
F (t, b) − F (a, b)dt ⩾ 1
2F1
(f(b) − F (a, b))2. (26)
Multiplying (25) (respectively (26)) by
F2




f(t) − F (a, b)dt ⩾ 1
2(F1 + F2) [(f(a) − F (a, b))2 + (f(b) − F (a, b))2] .
We can deduce from this last inequality that




(f(s) − F (unK , unL))ds) + vn,−K,L (∫ unK
un
L
(f(s) − F (unL, unK))ds)}⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦⩾ k
2(F1 + F2) ∑(K,L)∈Tn ∣σK,L∣E [vn,+K,L{(F (unK , unL) − f(unK))2 + (F (unK , unL) − f(unL))2}
+ vn,−K,L{(f(unK) − F (unL, unK))2 + (f(unL) − F (unL, unK))2}]
= B1,2. (27)
In this way, combining (19), (24) and (27), one gets
B2 = B2,1 +B2,2 +B2,3⩾ B1,1 +B1,2+k ∑
σ∈Eb ∣σ∣E[vn,+K,σφd(ub,nσ ) − vn,−K,σφg(ub,nσ )]⩾ B1+k ∑
σ∈Eb ∣σ∣E[vn,+K,σφd(ub,nσ ) − vn,−K,σφg(ub,nσ )].















σ∈Eb ∣σ∣E[vn,−K,σφg(ub,nσ ) − vn,+K,σφd(ub,nσ )].
Since for any x ∈ R we have
φg(x) = xF (x,unK) − ∫ x
0
F (s, unK)ds = ∫ x
0
(F (x,unK) − F (s, unK))ds ⩽ F1 ∫ x
0
(x − s)ds = F1 x2
2
,
and similarly for any x ∈ R, φd(x) ⩾ −F2 x2
2


















(1 + 2kC2g)E [(unK)2] + k ∑




(1 + 2kC2g)E [(unK)2] + k∣D∣g2(0) + V
2





where we have used Jensen inequality. In this way, we deduce from the discrete Gronwall lemma that for
any n ∈ {0, . . . ,N}
∑







∥uT ,k∥L∞(0,T ;L2(Ω×D)) ⩽ eC2gT√∣∣u0∣∣2L2(D) + 2T ∣D∣g2(0) + V (F1 + F2)∣∣ub∣∣2L2((0,T )×∂D).
This gives the L∞t L2ω,x stability of the approximate solution. As a consequence, we have
∣∣uT ,k ∣∣2L2(Ω×Q) = N−1∑
n=0 ∑K∈T k∣K ∣E [(unK)2]⩽ Te2C2gT (∣∣u0∣∣2L2(D) + 2T ∣D∣g2(0) + V (F1 + F2)∣∣ub∣∣2L2((0,T )×∂D)) .
4.2 Weak BV estimate
Proposition 2 (Weak BV estimate) Let T be an admissible mesh in the sense of Definition 3, T > 0,
N ∈ N⋆ and let k = T
N
∈ R⋆+ satisfying the CFL Condition
k ⩽ (1 − ξ) α¯2h
V (F1 + F2) , (28)
for some ξ ∈ (0,1).
Let {unK ,K ∈ T , n ∈ {0, ...,N − 1}} be given by the finite volume scheme (7).
Then the following hold:
1. There exists C1 ∈ R⋆+, only depending on T, ∣D∣,u0, ub, ξ, F1, F2,Cg and g(0) such that
N−1∑
n=0 k ∑K∈T ∑σ∈EK ∣σ∣E [vn,+K,σ{F (unK , unK,σ) − f(unK)}2 + vn,−K,σ{F (unK,σ, unK) − f(unK)}2] ⩽ C1.
2. There exists C2 ∈ R⋆+, only depending on T, ∣D∣, α¯, u0, ub, ξ, F1, F2,Cg and g(0) such that
N−1∑











(f(c) − F (c, d))}] ⩽ C2h−1/2,
where
Tn = {(K,L) ∈ T 2 ∶ L ∈ N (K) and unK > unL}.
Proof. Recall that by multiplying the finite volume scheme (7) by kunK , taking the expectation and summing
over K ∈ T yields equality (14) and after summing over n ∈ {0, ...,N}, we have:
N−1∑
n=0 ∑K∈T ∣K ∣2 E [(un+1K )2 − (unK)2] = N−1∑n=0(B1 −B2 +B3),








⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ∑σ∈EK ∣σ∣{vn,+K,σ(F (unK , unK,σ) − f(unK)) − vn,−K,σ(F (unK,σ, unK) − f(unK))}unK
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦





● Study of B1: Similarly to (16), it follows from the CFL Condition (28) and the mesh properties (3)
that
k∣K ∣ ∑σ∈EK ∣σ∣(vn,+K,σ + vn,−K,σ) ⩽ kV ∣∂K ∣∣K ∣ ⩽ 1 − ξF1 + F2 . (29)
Then, by using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Jensen inequality, we get similarly to (17) the following
estimate
B1 ⩽ k(1 − ξ)
2(F1 + F2) ∑K∈T ∑σ∈EK ∣σ∣E[vn,+K,σ(F (unK , unK,σ) − f(unK))2 + vn,−K,σ(F (unK,σ, unK) − f(unK))2]. (30)
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By denoting again
Tn = {(K,L) ∈ T 2 ∶ L ∈ N (K) and unK > unL}
and by reordering the summation in the right hand side of (30) thanks to the formula (18), one gets:
B1 ⩽ B1,1 +B1,2, (31)
where
B1,1 = k(1 − ξ)
2(F1 + F2) ∑σ∈Eb ∣σ∣E [vn,+K,σ (F (unK , ub,nσ ) − f(unK))2 + vn,−K,σ (F (ub,nσ , unK) − f(unK))2]
B1,2 = k(1 − ξ)











(f(c) − F (c, d))2}].
● Study of B2: By reordering the summation and using again the notation φ(a) = ∫ a0 sf ′(s)ds, B2 can
be decomposed, as in the proof of Proposition 1, in the following way
B2 = B2,1 +B2,2 +B2,3
where
B2,1 = k ∑
σ∈Eb ∣σ∣E [unK {vn,+K,σ (F (unK , ub,nσ ) − f(unK)) − vn,−K,σ (F (ub,nσ , unK) − f(unK))}] ,




(f(s) − F (unK , unL))ds) + vn,−K,L (∫ unK
un
L
(f(s) − F (unL, unK))ds)}⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,
and
B2,3 = E ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣ ∑σ∈Eb k∣σ∣(vn,+K,σ − vn,−K,σ)φ(unK)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
Following the proof of Proposition 1 one shows that
B2,1 ⩾ k
2(F1 + F2) ∑σ∈Eb ∣σ∣E [vn,+K,σ (F (unK , ub,nσ ) − f(unK))2 + vn,−K,σ (F (ub,nσ , unK) − f(unK))2]+k ∑
σ∈Eb ∣σ∣E [vn,+K,σ {φd(ub,nσ ) − φd(unK)} + vn,−K,σ {φg(unK) − φg(ub,nσ )}]= 1
1 − ξB1,1 + k ∑
σ∈Eb ∣σ∣E [vn,+K,σ {φd(ub,nσ ) − φd(unK)} + vn,−K,σ {φg(unK) − φg(ub,nσ )}]⩾ 1
1 − ξB1,1 + k ∑
σ∈Eb ∣σ∣E [vn,−K,σφg(unK) − vn,+K,σφd(unK)]+k ∑
σ∈Eb ∣σ∣E [vn,+K,σφd(ub,nσ ) − vn,−K,σφg(ub,nσ )] .
We still follow the proof of Proposition 1. In particular we use the fact that F is nondecreasing with
respect to its first variable and nonincreasing with respect to its second variable, and we deduce that
B2,1 +B2,3 ⩾ 1
1 − ξB1,1 + k ∑
σ∈Eb ∣σ∣E [vn,−K,σφg(unK) − vn,+K,σφd(unK)] +B2,3+k ∑
σ∈Eb ∣σ∣E [vn,+K,σφd(ub,nσ ) − vn,−K,σφg(ub,nσ )]
= 1
1 − ξB1,1 + k ∑
σ∈Eb ∣σ∣E [vn,−K,σφg(unK) − vn,+K,σφd(unK)] +E
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣ ∑σ∈Eb k∣σ∣(vn,+K,σ − vn,−K,σ)φ(unK)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦+k ∑
σ∈Eb ∣σ∣E [vn,+K,σφd(ub,nσ ) − vn,−K,σφg(ub,nσ )]⩾ 1
1 − ξB1,1+k ∑
σ∈Eb ∣σ∣E [vn,+K,σφd(ub,nσ ) − vn,−K,σφg(ub,nσ )]. (32)
Let us now turn to an estimate of B2,2. For this purpose, let a, b ∈ R and defineC(a, b) = {(c, d) ∈ [min(a, b),max(a, b)]2 ∶ (d − c)(b − a) ⩾ 0} .
Thanks to the monotonicity of F , the following inequality holds for any (c, d) ∈ C(a, b):
∫ b
a
f(s) − F (a, b)ds ⩾ ∫ d
c
f(s) − F (a, b)ds ⩾ ∫ d
c
f(s) − F (c, d)ds.
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We now use again Lemma 1 and deduce that for all (c, d) ∈ C(a, b):
∫ b
a
f(s) − F (a, b)ds ⩾ ∫ d
c
f(s) − F (c, d)ds ⩾ ∫ d
c
F (c, s) − F (c, d)ds ⩾ 1
2F2




f(s) − F (a, b)ds ⩾ ∫ d
c
f(s) − F (c, d)ds ⩾ ∫ d
c
F (s, d) − F (c, d)ds ⩾ 1
2F1
(f(d) − F (c, d))2. (34)
Multiplying (33) (respectively (34)) by
F2
F1 + F2 (respectively by F1F1 + F2 ), taking the maximum for(c, d) ∈ C(a, b) and adding the two inequalities yields:
∫ b
a
f(s) − F (a, b)ds ⩾ 1
2(F1 + F2) [ max(c,d)∈C(a,b) (f(c) − F (c, d))2 + max(c,d)∈C(a,b) (f(d) − F (c, d))2] .
We can deduce from this last inequality that











(f(c) − F (c, d))2}] .
= 1
1 − ξB1,2. (35)
In this way, using (32) and (35), one gets
B2 = B2,1 +B2,2 +B2,3⩾ 1
1 − ξ (B1,1 +B1,2)+k ∑
σ∈Eb ∣σ∣E [vn,+K,σφd(ub,nσ ) − vn,−K,σφg(ub,nσ )]. (36)● Study of B3: Using the constant Cest introduced in the stability result stated in Proposition 1,
N−1∑
n=0 B3 = N−1∑n=0 ∑K∈T k∣K ∣2 E [(g(unK))2]
⩽ T ∣D∣g2(0) +C2g N−1∑
n=0 k ∑K∈T ∣K ∣E [(unK)2]⩽ T ∣D∣g2(0) +C2gTC2est. (37)
Finally, since
N−1∑
n=0 ∑K∈T ∣K ∣2 E [(un+1K )2 − (unK)2] = ∑K∈T ∣K ∣2 E [(uNK)2 − (u0K)2]
= N−1∑
n=0(B1 −B2 +B3),





E [(uNK)2] ⩽ 1
2
∣∣u0∣∣2L2(D) + k ∑
σ∈Eb ∣σ∣E [vn,−K,σφg(ub,nσ ) − vn,+K,σφd(ub,nσ )]
+(1 − 1
1 − ξ )N−1∑n=0(B1,1 +B1,2) + T ∣D∣g2(0) +C2gTC2est.
Then, following again the proof of Proposition 1, and using in particular the fact that for any x ∈ R,
φg(x) ⩽ F1 x2
2





2(F1 + F2) N−1∑n=0 k ∑σ∈Eb ∣σ∣E [vn,+K,σ (F (unK , ub,nσ ) − f(unK))2 + vn,−K,σ (F (ub,nσ , unK) − f(unK))2]
+ ξ











(f(c) − F (c, d))2}]
⩽ 1
2
∣∣u0∣∣2L2(D) + V (F1 + F2)2 ∣∣ub∣∣2L2((0,T )×∂D) + T ∣D∣g2(0) +C2gTC2est.
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which, in turn, gives the existence of C1 ∈ R⋆+, only depending on T, ∣D∣, V ,Cg, g(0), F1, F2, ξ, ∣∣u0∣∣L2(D) and∣∣ub∣∣2L2((0,T )×∂D) such that
N−1∑
n=0 k ∑σ∈Eb ∣σ∣E [vn,+K,σ (F (unK , ub,nσ ) − f(unK))2 + vn,−K,σ (F (ub,nσ , unK) − f(unK))2]
+N−1∑
n=0 k ∑(K,L)∈Tn ∣σK,L∣E











(f(c) − F (c, d))2}⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ⩽ C1. (38)
Moreover by reordering the summation and taking c = unL and d = unK in the maximum, we have in particular
N−1∑
n=0 k ∑K∈T ∑σ∈EK ∣σ∣E [vn,+K,σ{F (unK , unK,σ) − f(unK)}2 + vn,−K,σ{F (unK,σ, unK) − f(unK)}2] ⩽ C1,
which proves the first point of the proposition.
Let us now turn to the second point of the proposition. To do this, we aim to estimate⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
N−1∑











(f(c) − F (c, d))}]⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
2
.























(f(c) − F (c, d)).
Using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, one gets
⎛⎝N−1∑n=0 k ∑(K,L)∈Tn ∣σK,L∣E[vn,+K,LT1 + vn,−K,LT2]⎞⎠
2
⩽⎛⎝N−1∑n=0 k ∑(K,L)∈Tn ∣σK,L∣(vn,+K,L + vn,−K,L)⎞⎠ × ⎛⎝
N−1∑






⩽⎛⎝N−1∑n=0 k ∑(K,L)∈Tn ∣σK,L∣(vn,+K,L + vn,−K,L)⎞⎠ × ⎛⎝
N−1∑
n=0 k ∑(K,L)∈Tn ∣σK,L∣E[vn,+K,LT 21 + vn,−K,LT 22 ]⎞⎠ ,
where we have used the convexity inequality
(vn,+K,LT1 + vn,−K,LT2
vn,+K,L + vn,−K,L )
2 ≤ vn,+K,L
vn,+K,L + vn,−K,L T 21 + v
n,−
K,L
vn,+K,L + vn,−K,L T 22 .
We have then, by using the consequence of the mesh properties (3)
N−1∑
n=0 k ∑(K,L)∈Tn ∣σK,L∣(vn,+K,L + vn,−K,L) ⩽ TV ∑K∈T ∣∂K ∣ ⩽ TV 1α¯2h ∑K∈T ∣K ∣ ⩽ TV 1α¯2h ∣D∣. (39)
Finally, using (38) and (39), the fact that










(F (d, c) − f(c))2}










(f(c) − F (c, d))2}











(f(c) − F (c, d))}]⎞⎠
2 ⩽ 2TV C1∣D∣
α¯2h
,
which concludes the proof of the second point of the proposition.
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4.3 Convergence of the finite volume approximate solution
First of all, note that the estimates stated in Proposition 1 only provide (up to a subsequence) weak con-
vergences for uT ,k. Moreover, due to the nonlinearity of f and g, one needs compactness arguments to pass
to the limit in the nonlinear terms and these arguments have to be compatible with the random variable.
The concept of Young measures is appropriate here and the technique is based on the notion of narrow
convergence of Young measures (or entropy processes), we refer to Balder [Bal00] but also to Eymard-
Gallouët-Herbin [EGH95].
In this way, taking a sequence of approximate finite volume solution uT ,k, it converges (up to a subse-
quence still denoted uT ,k) in the sense of Young measures to an “entropy process” denoted by u which
belongs to L2(Ω × Q × (0,1)). Precisely, given a Carathéodory function Ψ ∶ Ω × Q × R → R such that
Ψ(., uT ,k) is uniformly integrable, one has:
E [∫
Q





A proof of this result can be found in [BVW12], Section A.3.2. We recall that a function Ψ ∶ Ω×Q×R→ R
is a Carathéodory function if for almost any (ω,x, t) ∈ Ω×Q the function ν ↦ Ψ(ω,x, t, ν) is continuous and
for all ν ∈ R, the function (ω,x, t) ↦ Ψ(ω,x, t, ν) is measurable. We also recall that a sequence (ψn)n≥0 of
functions ψn ∶ Ω ×Q→ R is said to be uniformly integrable on the domain Ω ×Q if it satisfies the following
properties:
. (ψn)n≥0 is bounded in L1(Ω ×Q).
. (ψn)n≥0 is equi-integrable, that is to say that for any ε > 0, there exists δ > 0 such that for any
measurable set A of Ω ×Q satisfying (Ld+1⊗P )(A) ⩽ δ, we have for any n ∈ N,
∫
A
∣ψn(ω,x, t)∣dxdtdP ⩽ ε
(where Ld+1 is the d + 1-dimensional Lebesgue measure).
Remark 11 (On the measurability of u) Since uT ,k is bounded in the Hilbert space N 2w(0, T,L2(D)),
by identification one shows that uT ,k → ∫ 10 u(., α)dα weakly in L2(Ω×Q) so that ∫ 10 u(., α)dα is a predictable
process with values in L2(D). An interesting point is the measurability of u with respect to all its variables(ω,x, t, α). Revisiting the work of Panov [Pan96] with the σ-field PT ⊗L(D), one shows that u is measur-
able for the σ-field PT ⊗L(D×]0,1[), thus u ∈ N 2w(0, T,L2(D×]0,1[)). See Appendix A.3.3 p.707 [BVW12].
Remark 12 (L∞(0, T ;L2(Ω ×D × (0,1)))) regularity of u) Since the sequence of approximate solutions
uT ,k is bounded in L∞(0, T ;L2(Ω ×D)) according to Proposition 1, following [BVW12] Remark 2.4 p.667-
668 we show that u ∈ L∞(0, T ;L2(Ω ×D × (0,1))).
Note that if one is able to show that u is a measure-valued entropy solution of Problem (1) in the sense
of Definition 2, then, using Theorem 1, we will be able to conclude that all the sequence uT ,k converges in
L1(Ω×Q) to the unique stochastic entropy solution of (1) in the sense of Definition 1. Since u satisfied the




















2 ∫Q ∫ 10 g2(u(., α))η′′(u(., α))ϕ(x, t)dαdxdt.
This is the aim of the next section.
5 Convergence of the scheme
In order to show the convergence of the finite volume scheme (7), we are going to use the following lemma as
in [BCG2], which states that any general monotone numerical flux can be split into the sum of a Godunov
flux and a modified Lax-Friedrichs flux (also known as Rusanov flux). More precisely, we have the following
result, whose proof can be found in [CH00] or in [BCG2].
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Lemma 2 Any monotone flux F (i.e. any numerical flux satisfying Definition 4) can be written as a convex
combination of a Godunov flux and a modified Lax-Friedrichs flux as follows:
For any a, b ∈ R there exists θ(a, b) ∈ [0,1] such that
F (a, b) = θ(a, b)FG(a, b) + (1 − θ(a, b))FLF (a, b),
where FG is a Godunov flux, that is to say a flux defined by
FG(a, b) = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
min
s∈[a,b] f(s) if a ⩽ b
max
s∈[b,a] f(s) if a ⩾ b (40)
and FLF is a modified Lax-Friedrichs flux with parameter MF = max(F1, F2) satisfying :
FLF (a, b) = f(a) + f(b)
2
−MF (b − a).
In order to treat the general case of a monotone flux, we will first treat the case of a Godunov one. The
case of the Lax-Friedrichs flux will follow easily since it can be split into the sum ot two monotone fluxes,
which are particular cases of Godunov fluxes. From now on we will hence suppose that F is a Godunov
flux and at the end of the proof we will extend it to the general case of a monotone one, following the idea
presented above. As we will see later, we will only exploit the fact that the flux is a Godunov one in some
parts of the proof of Proposition 4 : precisely to show that Bh,k1 −Bh,k2 ⩾ 0 in Step I.2.1, that Bh,k2,b − B˜h,k3,b ⩾ 0
in Step I.2.2 and that Bh,k2,int −Bh,k3,int goes to 0 in Step II.2.
We propose in this section entropy inequalities satisfied by the finite volume approximate solution and aim
to pass to the limit in these formulations in order to show the convergence of the scheme. For technical
reason, one considers a time-continuous approximate solution constructed from uT ,k and denoted u¯T ,k in
the sequel.
5.1 A time-continuous approximation
Set K ∈ T , n ∈ {0, ...,N − 1} and consider u¯K,n(s) the time-continuous stochastic process defined on
Ω × [nk, (n + 1)k) from the discrete unknowns unK by :
u¯K,n(s) = unK − ∫ s
nk








In this way, we have for almost all ω, u¯K,n(ω,nk) = unK and u¯K,n(ω, (n + 1)k) = un+1K and therefore we can
now define a time-continuous approximate solution u¯T ,k on Ω ×D × [0, T ) by
u¯T ,k(ω,x, t) = u¯K,n(ω, t), ω ∈ Ω, x ∈K and t ∈ [nk, (n + 1)k]. (42)
Using again the fact that ∑
σ∈EK ∣σ∣(vn,+K,σ − vn,−K,σ) = 0 we can rewrite for any K ∈ T and n ∈ {0, ...,N − 1} the
time-continuous approximate solution u¯T ,k on Ω ×K × [nk, (n + 1)k] in the following way:
u¯K,n(s) = unK − s − nk∣K ∣ ∑σ∈EK ∣σ∣{vn,+K,σ(F (unK , unK,σ) − f(unK)) − vn,−K,σ(F (unK,σ, unK) − f(unK))}+ ∫ s
nk
g(unK)dW (t). (43)
We now estimate the difference between the continuous approximation u¯T ,k and the finite volume solution
uT ,k.
Proposition 3 Let T be an admissible mesh in the sense of Definition 3, N ∈ N⋆ and let k = T
N
∈ R⋆+
satisfying the CFL Condition (28). Let u¯T ,k be the time-continuous approximate solution defined by (42)-
(43), and uT ,k be the finite volume approximate solution defined by (6)-(7). Then there exists c ∈ R⋆+
depending only on T, ∣D∣, V,Cg, g(0), F1, F2, α¯, u0 and ub such that
∣∣uT ,k − u¯T ,k ∣∣2L2(Ω×Q) ⩽ c(h + k).
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Proof. Using the equivalent definition (43) of u¯T ,k, the fact that W (s) −Wn and unK are independent, we
have




n=0 ∫ (n+1)knk ∫K E
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣(g(unK)(W (s) −Wn)






⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩∣K ∣E[(g(unK)(Wn −W (s)))
2]










k2∣K ∣∣K ∣2 E[( ∑σ∈EK ∣σ∣{vn,+K,σ(F (unK , unK,σ) − f(unK)) − vn,−K,σ(F (unK,σ, unK) − f(unK))})
2].
We use now Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (similarly to the proof of inequality (17)), the consequence of the
assumptions on the mesh (3), the CFL Condition (12) and then the first estimate given in Proposition 2
(note that we can apply this proposition since the more restrictive CFL Condition (28) is fulfilled):
∣∣uT ,k − u¯T ,k ∣∣2L2(Ω×Q)⩽ 2kC2g ∣∣uT ,k ∣∣2L2(Ω×Q) + 2kT ∣D∣g2(0)
+N−1∑
n=0 k ∑K∈T ∑σ∈EK k2V ∣∂K ∣∣K ∣ ∣σ∣E[vn,+K,σ(F (unK , unK,σ) − f(unK))2 + vn,−K,σ(F (unK,σ, unK) − f(unK))2]
⩽ 2kT (C2gC2est + ∣D∣g2(0)) +C1 α¯2h
V (F1 + F2)2 ,
where we have used the constants Cest and C1 given respectively by Proposition 1 and 2.
5.2 Entropy inequalities for the approximate solutions
In this section, entropy inequalities satisfied by the approximate solutions are introduced (Proposition 6),
and will be used in the proof of convergence of the numerical scheme (Theorem 3). In order to obtain
these entropy inequalities, some discrete entropy inequalities satisfied by the approximate solution are first
derived in the following proposition.
For all (a, b) ∈ R2 we will denote in the sequel by s(a, b) ∈ [min(a, b),max(a, b)] a real such that F (a, b) =
f(s(a, b)). We define then the associated numerical entropy flux G by G(a, b) = Φ(s(a, b)) for any a, b ∈ R
which satisfies for all a ∈ R, G(a, a) = Φ(a). Let us mention that we exploit here the fact that the numerical
flux is a Godunov flux to get the existence of s(a, b) and therefore to define the numerical entropy flux G.
Proposition 4 (Discrete entropy inequalities) Assume that hypotheses H1 to H7 hold and that F is
the Godunov flux defined by (40). Let T be an admissible mesh in the sense of Definition 3, N ∈ N⋆ and let
k = T
N
∈ R⋆+ be the time step. Then P-a.s in Ω, for any η ∈ A and for any ϕ ∈ D+(Rd × [0, T )):
−N−1∑
n=0 ∑K∈T ∫K (η(un+1K ) − η(unK))ϕ(x,nk)dx
+N−1∑
n=0 ∑K∈T ∫ (n+1)knk ∫K Φ(unK)v⃗(x, t).∇xϕ(x,nk)dxdt
+N−1∑




n=0 ∑K∈T ∫ (n+1)knk ∫K η′′(unK)g2(unK)ϕ(x,nk)dxdt
+CfV N−1∑
n=0 ∑σ∈Eb ∫ (n+1)knk ∫σ η(ub(x, t))ϕ(x,nk)dγ(x)dt⩾ Rh,k, (44)
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where for any P-measurable set A, E[1ARh,k]→ 0 as (h, kh)→ (0,0).
Proof. In order to prove this proposition, we are going to show firstly that Inequality (44) holds for a
convenient Rh,k and in a second time, we will prove that for any P-measurable set A, E[1ARh,k] → 0 as(h, k
h
)→ (0,0). We will in particular use some technics from [EGH00], [CH00] and [Vov02] and adapt them
to our case.
Let T be an admissible mesh in the sense of Definition 3, N ∈ N⋆ and k = T
N
∈ R⋆+. Consider η ∈ A and
ϕ ∈ D+(Rd × [0, T )). Recall that there exists κ ∈ R such that for any t ≠ κ, η(t) > η(κ) = 0. We assume that(h, k/h)→ (0,0), in this way we can suppose that the CFL Condition
k ⩽ (1 − ξ)α¯2h(F1 + F2)V ,
holds for some ξ ∈ (0,1). In this manner, the estimates given by Proposition 1 and Proposition 2 hold.
STEP I: Existence of Rh,k
The application of Itô’s formula to the time-continuous process u¯K,n defined by Equation (41) for some
K ∈ T and the function v ∈ R↦ η(v) ∈ R on the interval [nk, (n + 1)k] yields P-a.s in Ω
η(u¯K,n((n + 1)k)) = η(u¯K,n(nk)) − 1∣K ∣∫ (n+1)knk η′(u¯T ,k(t)) ∑σ∈EK ∣σ∣{vn,+K,σF (unK , unK,σ) − vn,−K,σF (unK,σ, unK)}dt+ ∫ (n+1)k
nk
η′(u¯T ,k(t))g(unK)dW (t) + 1
2 ∫ (n+1)knk η′′(u¯T ,k(t))g2(unK)dt. (45)
Let us multiply Equation (45) by ∣K ∣ϕnK , where ϕnK = 1∣K ∣ ∫K ϕ(x,nk)dx, and sum for all K ∈ T and
n ∈ {0, ...,N − 1}. One gets P-a.s in Ω
N−1∑
n=0 ∑K∈T [η(un+1K ) − η(unK)] ∣K ∣ϕnK
= − N−1∑
n=0 ∑K∈T ∫ (n+1)knk η′(u¯T ,k(t)) ∑σ∈EK ∣σ∣{vn,+K,σF (unK , unK,σ) − vn,−K,σF (unK,σ, unK)}dtϕnK
+ N−1∑




n=0 ∑K∈T ∫ (n+1)knk η′′(u¯T ,k(t))g2(unK)dt∣K ∣ϕnK .
This can be written as Ah,k = −Bh,k +Ch,k +Dh,k, where
Ah,k = N−1∑
n=0 ∑K∈T [η(un+1K ) − η(unK)] ∣K ∣ϕnK
Bh,k = N−1∑
n=0 ∑K∈T ∫ (n+1)knk η′(u¯T ,k(t)) ∑σ∈EK ∣σ∣{vn,+K,σF (unK , unK,σ) − vn,−K,σF (unK,σ, unK)}dtϕnK
Ch,k = N−1∑




n=0 ∑K∈T ∫ (n+1)knk η′′(u¯T ,k(t))g2(unK)dt∣K ∣ϕnK .
Let us analyze separately these terms.
I.1 Study of Ah,k: we note that −Ah,k is equal to the first left hand side term of Inequality (44).
I.2 Study of Bh,k: we decompose
Bh,k = N−1∑
n=0 ∑K∈T ∫ (n+1)knk 1∣K ∣ ∫K η′(u¯T ,k(t)) ∑σ∈EK ∣σ∣{vn,+K,σF (unK , unK,σ)−vn,−K,σF (unK,σ, unK)}ϕ(x,nk)dxdt
in the following way




n=0 ∑K∈T ∫ (n+1)knk 1∣K ∣ ∫K η′(unK) ∑σ∈EK ∣σ∣{vn,+K,σF (unK , unK,σ) − vn,−K,σF (unK,σ, unK)}ϕ(x,nk)dxdt
Bh,k2 = N−1∑
n=0 ∑K∈T ∫ (n+1)knk 1∣K ∣ ∫K ∑σ∈EK ∣σ∣{vn,+K,σG(unK , unK,σ) − vn,−K,σG(unK,σ, unK)}ϕ(x,nk)dxdt
Bh,k3 = −N−1∑
n=0 ∑K∈T ∫ (n+1)knk ∫K Φ(unK)v⃗(x, t).∇xϕ(x,nk)dxdt
−CfV N−1∑
n=0 ∑σ∈Eb ∫ (n+1)knk ∫σ η(ub(x, t))ϕ(x,nk)dγ(x)dt.
I.2.1 Study of Bh,k1 −Bh,k2 : we show that P-almost surely in Ω, Bh,k1 −Bh,k2 ⩾ 0.
Firstly, we notice that by (9), we have∑
σ∈EK ∣σ∣(vn,+K,σ − vn,−K,σ)Φ(unK) = 0 and ∑σ∈EK ∣σ∣(vn,+K,σ − vn,−K,σ)f(unK) = 0.
Secondly, recall that for any K ∈ T , F (unK , unK) = f(unK) and G(unK , unK) = Φ(unK) and that Φ is
defined by Φ(a) = ∫ a
κ




n=0 ∑K∈T k∣K ∣ ∑σ∈EK ∣σ∣{vn,+K,σ[η′(unK)(F (unK , unK,σ) − f(unK)) − (G(unK , unK,σ) −Φ(unK))]}} − vn,−K,σ[η′(unK)(F (unK,σ, unK) − f(unK)) − (G(unK,σ, unK) −Φ(unK))]}∫
K
ϕ(x,nk)dx. (46)
Let K ∈ T , σ ∈ EK and suppose that unK < unK,σ (note that the case unK,σ < unK is similar).
We first determine the sign of
η′(unK)(F (unK , unK,σ) − f(unK)) − (G(unK , unK,σ) −Φ(unK)).
Using the fact that we are in the particular case where F is the Godunov numerical flux, we know
that there exists s(unK , unK,σ) ∈ [unK , unK,σ] such that







η′(unK)(F (unK , unK,σ) − f(unK)) − (G(unK , unK,σ) −Φ(unK))= η′(unK)(f(s(unK , unK,σ)) − f(unK)) − (Φ(s(unK , unK,σ)) −Φ(unK))
= ∫ s(unK ,unK,σ)
un
K




= ∫ s(unK ,unK,σ)
un
K
f ′(t)(η′(unK) − η′(t))dt
= ∫ s(unK ,unK,σ)
un
K
f(t)η′′(t)dt + f(s(unK , unK,σ)){η′(unK) − η′(s(unK , unK,σ))}
⩾ ∫ s(unK ,unK,σ)
un
K
f(s(unK , unK,σ))η′′(t)dt + f(s(unK , unK,σ)){η′(unK) − η′(s(unK , unK,σ))}
= 0.
Using the same technics, we get
η′(unK)(F (unK,σ, unK) − f(unK)) − (G(unK,σ, unK) −Φ(unK)) ⩽ 0.
Finally we obtain the following inequality
vn,+K,σ[η′(unK)(F (unK , unK,σ) − f(unK)) − (G(unK , unK,σ) −Φ(unK))]−vn,−K,σ[η′(unK)(F (unK,σ, unK) − f(unK)) − (G(unK,σ, unK) −Φ(unK))] ⩾ 0,
which allows us to deduce that for almost all ω ∈ Ω,
Bh,k1 −Bh,k2 ⩾ 0. (47)
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I.2.2 Study of Bh,k2 −Bh,k3 : Using again (9), we get∑
σ∈EK ∣σ∣(vn,+K,σ − vn,−K,σ)Φ(unK) = 0,
we can rewrite Bh,k2 in the following way
Bh,k2 = N−1∑
n=0 ∑K∈T k∣K ∣ ∑σ∈EK ∣σ∣{vn,+K,σ(G(unK , unK,σ) −Φ(unK)) − vn,−K,σ(G(unK,σ, unK) −Φ(unK))}∫K ϕ(x,nk)dx.
By separating this summation by edges belonging respectively to the interior of the domain D
and respectively to the boundary of the domain D (see formula (18)), we get
Bh,k2 = Bh,k2,int +Bh,k2,b ,
where
Bh,k2,int = Sh,k2,int − Th,k2,int, with
Sh,k2,int = N∑
n=0 ∑(K,L)∈Tn k∣K ∣ ∣σK,L∣{vn,+K,L(G(unK , unL) −Φ(unK)) − vn,−K,L(G(unL, unK) −Φ(unK))}∫K ϕ(x,nk)dx,
Th,k2,int = N∑
n=0 ∑(K,L)∈Tn k∣L∣ ∣σK,L∣{vn,+K,L(G(unK , unL) −Φ(unL)) − vn,−K,L(G(unL, unK) −Φ(unL))}∫L ϕ(x,nk)dx,
Bh,k2,b = N∑
n=0 ∑σ∈Eb k∣K ∣ ∣σ∣{vn,+K,σ(G(unK , ub,nσ ) −Φ(unK)) − vn,−K,σ(G(ub,nσ , unK) −Φ(unK))}∫K ϕ(x,nk)dx,
where we remind to the reader the definition of the set
Tn = {(K,L) ∈ T 2 ∶ L ∈ N (K) and unK > unL}.
Similarly, since
− N−1∑
n=0 ∑K∈T ∫ (n+1)knk ∫K Φ(unK)v⃗(x, t).∇xϕ(x,nk)dxdt
= −N−1∑
n=0 ∑K∈T ∫ (n+1)knk ∫K Φ(unK)div[v⃗(x, t)ϕ(x,nk)]dxdt
= −N−1∑







Bh,k3 = Bh,k3,int +Bh,k3,b ,















{vn,+K,LG(unK , unL) − vn,−K,LG(unL, unK)
−Φ(unL)v⃗(x, t).nK,L}ϕ(x,nk)dγ(x)dt,
and
Bh,k3,b = − N−1∑
n=0 ∑σ∈Eb ∫ (n+1)knk ∫σ v⃗(x, t).nK,σΦ(unK)ϕ(x,nk)dγ(x)dt
−CfV N−1∑
n=0 ∑σ∈Eb ∫ (n+1)knk ∫σ η(ub(x, t))ϕ(x,nk)dγ(x)dt.
Using these notations, we will be able to show that for almost all ω ∈ Ω,




n=0 ∑σ∈Eb k∣K ∣ ∣σ∣ {(vn,+K,σ − vn,−K,σ)Φ(unK) +CfV η(ub,nσ )}∫K ϕ(x,nk)dx.
Since
Bh,k2 −Bh,k3 = Bh,k2,int −Bh,k3,int +Bh,k2,b − B˜h,k3,b + B˜h,k3,b −Bh,k3,b ,
it remains to show that for almost all ω ∈ Ω,
Bh,k2,b − B˜h,k3,b ⩾ 0.
We have
Bh,k2,b − B˜h,k3,b = N−1∑
n=0 ∑σ∈Eb k∣K ∣ ∣σ∣ {vn,+K,σG(unK , ub,nσ ) − vn,−K,σG(ub,nσ , unK) +CfV η(ub,nσ )}∫K ϕ(x,nk)dx.
Since ϕ is a nonnegative test function, it remains to show that for any n ∈ {0, . . . ,N} and any
σ ∈ ∂K ∩ Eb, we have
vn,+K,σG(unK , ub,nσ ) − vn,−K,σG(ub,nσ , unK) +CfV η(ub,nσ ) ⩾ 0.
To obtain this last inequality, we will exploit the fact that we are in the particular case where F
is the Godunov numerical flux. We will split the proof in six cases which correspond to the six
possible positions for unK and u
b,n
σ with respect to the parameter κ (κ ∈ R is the unique minimizer
of the entropy η over R, it satisfies η(κ) = 0). Recall that there exists s(unK , ub,nσ ) and s(ub,nσ , unK)
belonging to [min(unK , ub,nσ ),max(unK , ub,nσ )] such that






σ ]f(t) if unK ⩽ ub,nσ
max
t∈[ub,nσ ,unK ]f(t) if unK ⩾ ub,nσ ,






σ ]f(t) if unK ⩽ ub,nσ
min
t∈[ub,nσ ,unK ]f(t) if unK ⩾ ub,nσ ,




G(ub,nσ , unK) = Φ(s(ub,nσ , unK)) = ∫ s(ub,nσ ,unK)
κ
η′(t)f ′(t)dt.
We show in the following that whatever the position of ub,nσ and unK with respect to κ is, we always
have
G(unK , ub,nσ ) ⩾ −Cfη(ub,nσ ) and G(ub,nσ , unK) ⩽ Cfη(ub,nσ ).
As a consequence we get the announced inequality, that is
vn,+K,σG(unK , ub,nσ ) − vn,−K,σG(ub,nσ , unK) ⩾ −(vn,+K,σ + vn,−K,σ)Cfη(ub,nσ )⩾ −V Cfη(ub,nσ ).
Let us mention that in every cases, the proofs to show that the two previous inequalities hold
are due to the three following properties: firstly, the minimization or maximization of the flux
function f by s(unK , ub,nσ ) (respectively by s(ub,nσ , unK)) according to the position of unK and ub,nσ ,
secondly the positivity (respectively negativity) of η′ on ]κ,+∞[ (respectively on ] −∞, κ[) and
thirdly the montony of η which is nondecreasing on ]κ,+∞[ and nonincreasing on ]−∞, κ[. This
last property implies particularly that η is nonnegative on R.
Case 1 : unK ⩽ κ ⩽ ub,nσ
Note that if s(unK , ub,nσ ) ⩾ κ, then
G(unK , ub,nσ ) = ∫ s(unK ,ub,nσ )
κ
η′(t)f ′(t)dt ⩾ −Cf ∫ ub,nσ
κ
η′(t)dt = −Cfη(ub,nσ ).
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Else, if s(unK , ub,nσ ) ⩽ κ, since η ⩾ 0 on R we get
G(unK , ub,nσ ) = [η′(t)f(t)]s(unK ,ub,nσ )κ − ∫ s(unK ,ub,nσ )κ η′′(t)f(t)dt
= η′(s(unK , ub,nσ ))f(s(unK , ub,nσ )) − η′(κ)f(κ) − ∫ s(unK ,ub,nσ )
κ
η′′(t)f(t)dt














= 0⩾ −Cfη(ub,nσ ).
Moreover, if s(ub,nσ , unK) ⩾ κ
G(ub,nσ , unK) = ∫ s(ub,nσ ,unK)
κ
η′(t)f ′(t)dt ⩽ Cf ∫ ub,nσ
κ
η′(t)dt = Cfη(ub,nσ ).
And if s(ub,nσ , unK) ⩽ κ, using again η ⩾ 0 on R we obtain
G(ub,nσ , unK) = [η′(t)f(t)]s(ub,nσ ,unK)κ − ∫ s(ub,nσ ,unK)κ η′′(t)f(t)dt= η′(s(ub,nσ , unK))f(s(ub,nσ , unK)) + ∫ κ
s(ub,nσ ,unK) η
′′(t)f(t)dt
⩽ η′(s(ub,nσ , unK))f(s(ub,nσ , unK)) + f(s(ub,nσ , unK))∫ κ
s(ub,nσ ,unK) η
′′(t)dt
= 0⩽ Cfη(ub,nσ ).
Case 2 : unK ⩽ ub,nσ ⩽ κ
In this case, we get that s(unK , ub,nσ ) ⩽ κ and s(ub,nσ , unK) ⩽ κ. Similarly to Case 1, we obtain
that
G(unK , ub,nσ ) ⩾ −Cfη(ub,nσ ) and G(ub,nσ , unK) ⩽ Cfη(ub,nσ ).
Case 3 : κ ⩽ unK ⩽ ub,nσ
Since on [κ,+∞[ η is nondecreasing and η′ nonnegative, one gets
G(unK , ub,nσ ) = ∫ s(unK ,ub,nσ )
κ
η′(t)f ′(t)dt ⩾ −Cf ∫ s(unK ,ub,nσ )
κ
η′(t)dt ⩾ −Cfη(ub,nσ ).
In the same way,
G(ub,nσ , unK) = ∫ s(ub,nσ ,unK)
κ
η′(t)f ′(t)dt ⩽ Cf ∫ s(ub,nσ ,unK)
κ
η′(t)dt ⩽ Cfη(ub,nσ ).
Case 4 : κ ⩽ ub,nσ ⩽ unK
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Since on [κ,+∞[ η is nondecreasing and η′ nonnegative, one gets



















⩾ −Cfη(ub,nσ ) + η′(s(unK , ub,nσ ))f(s(unK , ub,nσ )) − η′(ub,nσ )f(ub,nσ )





⩾ −Cfη(ub,nσ ) + η′(ub,nσ )(f(s(unK , ub,nσ )) − f(ub,nσ ))⩾ −Cfη(ub,nσ ).
Moreover,
G(ub,nσ , unK) = ∫ ub,nσ
κ























⩽ Cfη(ub,nσ ) + η′(ub,nσ )(f(s(ub,nσ , unK)) − f(ub,nσ ))⩽ Cfη(ub,nσ ).
Case 5 : ub,nσ ⩽ κ ⩽ unK
Note that if s(unK , ub,nσ ) ⩽ κ, then since on ] −∞, κ] η′ is nonpositive, we get
















η′(t)dt ⩾ −Cfη(ub,nσ ).
Else, if s(unK , ub,nσ ) ⩾ κ, using the nonnegativity of η we have
G(unK , ub,nσ ) = [η′(t)f(t)]s(unK ,ub,nσ )κ − ∫ s(unK ,ub,nσ )
κ
η′′(t)f(t)dt
⩾ η′(s(unK , ub,nσ ))f(s(unK , ub,nσ )) − f(s(unK , ub,nσ ))∫ s(unK ,ub,nσ )
κ
η′′(t)dt= 0⩾ −Cfη(ub,nσ ).
Moreover, if s(ub,nσ , unK) ⩽ κ, since η is nonincreasing on ] −∞, κ] one gets
G(ub,nσ , unK) = −∫ κ
s(ub,nσ ,unK) η
′(t)f ′(t)dt
⩽ −Cf ∫ κ
s(ub,nσ ,unK) η
′(t)dt
= Cfη(s(ub,nσ , unK))⩽ Cfη(ub,nσ ).
And in the case where s(ub,nσ , unK) ⩾ κ, we have using again the nonnegativity of η
G(ub,nσ , unK) = ∫ s(ub,nσ ,unK)
κ
η′(t)f ′(t)dt
⩽ [η′(t)f(t)]s(ub,nσ ,unK)κ − ∫ s(ub,nσ ,unK)
κ
η′′(t)f(t)dt
⩽ η′(s(ub,nσ , unK))f(s(ub,nσ , unK)) − f(s(ub,nσ , unK))∫ s(ub,nσ ,unK)
κ
η′′(t)dt= 0⩽ Cfη(ub,nσ ).
Case 6 : ub,nσ ⩽ unK ⩽ κ
In this case, s(unK , ub,nσ ) ⩽ κ, using the proof of Case 5, one gets directly
G(unK , ub,nσ ) ⩾ −Cfη(ub,nσ ).
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And in the same manner, s(ub,nσ , unK) ⩽ κ so that using again Case 5,
G(ub,nσ , unK) ⩽ Cfη(ub,nσ ).
Finally, we have shown, using (47) and (48) that for almost all ω ∈ Ω,
Bh,k = Bh,k −Bh,k1 +Bh,k1 −Bh,k2 +Bh,k2 −Bh,k3 +Bh,k3⩾ Bh,k −Bh,k1 +Bh,k2,int −Bh,k3,int + B˜h,k3,b −Bh,k3,b +Bh,k3 . (49)
I.3 Study of Ch,k: we decompose Ch,k in the following way
Ch,k = Ch,k − C˜h,k + C˜h,k,
where
C˜h,k = N−1∑
n=0 ∑K∈T ∫K ∫ (n+1)knk η′(unK)g(unK)ϕ(x,nk)dW (t)dx. (50)
I.4 Study of Dh,k: we decompose Dh,k in the following way





n=0 ∑K∈T ∫ (n+1)knk ∫K η′′(unK)g2(unK)ϕ(x,nk)dxdt. (51)
Conclusion of STEP I:
Since P-a.s in Ω, Ah,k = −Bh,k +Ch,k +Dh,k, we get by using inequality (49) that
−Ah,k −Bh,k3 + C˜h,k + D˜h,k⩾ (Bh,k −Bh,k1 ) + (Bh,k2,int −Bh,k3,int) + (B˜h,k3,b −Bh,k3,b ) + (C˜h,k −Ch,k) + (D˜h,k −Dh,k).
In this way
−N−1∑
n=0 ∑K∈T ∫K (η(un+1K ) − η(unK))ϕ(x,nk)dx
+N−1∑
n=0 ∑K∈T ∫ (n+1)knk ∫K Φ(unK)v⃗(x, t).∇xϕ(x,nk)dxdt
+N−1∑




n=0 ∑K∈T ∫ (n+1)knk ∫K η′′(unK)g2(unK)ϕ(x,nk)dxdt
+CfV N−1∑
n=0 ∑σ∈Eb ∫ (n+1)knk ∫σ η(ub(x, t))ϕ(x,nk)dγ(x)dt⩾ Rh,k,
which is exactly Inequality (44), where
Rh,k = (Bh,k −Bh,k1 ) + (Bh,k2,int −Bh,k3,int) + (B˜h,k3,b −Bh,k3,b ) + (C˜h,k −Ch,k) + (D˜h,k −Dh,k). (52)
STEP II: Convergence of Rh,k
In what follows, we consider A a P-measurable set of Ω. In this second step, we show that
E[1ARh,k] →
h→0 0.
To do this, we show that the following quantities converge to 0:
E[1A(Bh,k −Bh,k1 )], E[1A(Bh,k2,int −Bh,k3,int)], E[1A(B˜h,k3,b −Bh,k3,b )], E[1A(C˜h,k −Ch,k)] and
E[1A(D˜h,k −Dh,k)].
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II.1 Convergence of E[1A(Bh,k −Bh,k1 )]
For almost all ω ∈ Ω, t ∈ (nk, (n + 1)k), any K ∈ T and any n ∈ {0, ...,N − 1}, there exists ζnK(ω, t) ∈ R
such that
η′(u¯T ,k(t)) − η′(unK) = η′′(ζnK(ω, t))(u¯T ,k(t) − unK).
Note that η′′(ζnK(ω, t)) is measurable with respect to ω and t since it depends continuously from
u¯T ,k(t) and unK . In this way, by denoting ζnK(ω, t) = ζnK(t)
Bh,k −Bh,k1 = N−1∑
n=0 ∑K∈T ∫ (n+1)knk 1∣K ∣ ∫K [η′(u¯T ,k(t)) − η′(unK)]× ∑
σ∈EK ∣σ∣{vn,+K,σF (unK , unK,σ) − vn,−K,σF (unK,σ, unK)}ϕ(x,nk)dxdt
= N−1∑
n=0 ∑K∈T ∫ (n+1)knk 1∣K ∣ ∫K [η′′(ζnK(t))(u¯T ,k(t) − unK)]× ∑
σ∈EK ∣σ∣{vn,+K,σF (unK , unK,σ) − vn,−K,σF (unK,σ, unK)}ϕ(x,nk)dxdt= Qh,k1 +Qh,k2 ,
where
Qh,k1 = −N−1∑
n=0 ∑K∈T ∫ (n+1)knk 1∣K ∣ ∫K η′′(ζnK(t)) t − nk∣K ∣ ϕ(x,nk)dxdt




n=0 ∑K∈T ∫ (n+1)knk 1∣K ∣ ∫K {η′′(ζnK(t))g(unK)(W (t) −W (nk))}× ∑
σ∈EK ∣σ∣{vn,+K,σF (unK , unK,σ) − vn,−K,σF (unK,σ, unK)}ϕ(x,nk)dxdt.
● Study of E[1AQh,k1 ]
Note that here the assumption k/h→ 0 as h→ 0 is crucial. Similarly to the proof of (17), we use
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the consequence (3) of the assumptions on the mesh and finally the
first estimate of Proposition 2 to get that
∣E[1AQh,k1 ]∣ = RRRRRRRRRRRE
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣1A
N−1∑
n=0 ∑K∈T ∫ (n+1)knk 1∣K ∣ ∫K η′′(ζnK(t)) t − nk∣K ∣ ϕ(x,nk)dxdt





2∣K ∣ ⎛⎝ ∑σ∈EK ∣σ∣(vn,+K,σ + vn,−K,σ)⎞⎠
×E[ ∑
σ∈EK ∣σ∣{vn,+K,σ(F (unK , unK,σ) − f(unK))2 + vn,−K,σ(F (unK,σ, unK) − f(unK))2}]
⩽ ∥η′′∥∞∥ϕ∥∞ N−1∑
n=0 ∑K∈T k
2∣K ∣V ∣∂K ∣
×E[ ∑
σ∈EK ∣σ∣{vn,+K,σ(F (unK , unK,σ) − f(unK))2 + vn,−K,σ(F (unK,σ, unK) − f(unK))2}]⩽ C1∥η′′∥∞∥ϕ∥∞ k
α¯2h
V
→ 0, as (h, k
h
)→ (0,0),
where C1 is the constant given by Proposition 2.● Study of E[1AQh,k2 ]
Let C be a constant depending only on ϕ, η,Cg, g(0), ∣D∣, T, u0, ub, ξ, F1, F2 whose value may
change from one line to another. With the same arguments and by using additionally for any
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n=0 ∑K∈T ∫ (n+1)knk 1∣K ∣ ∫K {η′′(ζnK)g(unK)(W (t) −W (nk))}
× ∑





















n=0 ∑K∈T ∫ (n+1)knk k∣K ∣E
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣










2∣K ∣ (∑σ∈EK ∣σ∣(vn,+K,σ + vn,−K,σ))
×E[ ∑
σ∈EK ∣σ∣{vn,+K,σ(F (unK , unK,σ) − f(unK))2 + vn,−K,σ(F (unK,σ, unK) − f(unK))2}]⩽ CV k
α¯2h→ 0, as (h, k
h
)→ (0,0).
II.2 Convergence of E[1A(Bh,k2,int −Bh,k3,int)]
Recall that thanks to STEP I, we can decompose this term as
Bh,k2,int −Bh,k3,int = Sh,k2,int − Sh,k3,int − (Th,k2,int − Th,k3,int).
Let us estimate separately ∣Sh,k2,int − Sh,k3,int∣ and ∣Th,k2,int − Th,k3,int∣. Firstly, note that these quantities can
be rewritten in the following way:
Sh,k2,int − Sh,k3,int = Sh,k2,int − S˜h,kint + S˜h,kint − Sh,k3,int,
where
S˜h,kint =N−1∑





n=0 ∑(K,L)∈Tn k∣K ∣ ∣σK,L∣{vn,+K,L(G(unK , unL) −Φ(unK)) − vn,−K,L(G(unL, unK) −Φ(unK))}∫K ϕ(y,nk)dy
− N−1∑
n=0 ∑(K,L)∈Tn k{vn,+K,L(G(unK , unL) −Φ(unK)) − vn,−K,L(G(unL, unK) −Φ(unK))}∫σK,L ϕ(x,nk)dγ(x)
= N−1∑
n=0 ∑(K,L)∈Tn k∣σK,L∣{vn,+K,L(G(unK , unL) −Φ(unK)) − vn,−K,L(G(unL, unK) −Φ(unK))}






















n=0 ∑(K,L)∈Tn k∣σK,L∣{vn,+K,L(G(unK , unL) −Φ(unK)) − vn,−K,L(G(unL, unK) −Φ(unK))}







[v⃗(x, s).nK,L − (vn,+K,L − vn,−K,L)]ϕ(x,nk)dγ(x)ds.
With a similar decomposition, we have
Th,k2,int − Th,k3,int = N−1∑
n=0 ∑(K,L)∈Tn k∣σK,L∣{vn,+K,L(G(unK , unL) −Φ(unL)) − vn,−K,L(G(unL, unK) −Φ(unL))}







[v⃗(x, s).nK,L − (vn,+K,L − vn,−K,L)]ϕ(x,nk)dγ(x)ds.
Secondly, in order to control ∣Sh,k2,int−Sh,k3,int∣ and ∣Th,k2,int−Th,k3,int∣, we aim to bound the following quantities:
G(unK , unL) −Φ(unK), G(unK , unL) −Φ(unL),G(unL, unK) −Φ(unK), G(unL, unK) −Φ(unL),








[v⃗(x, s).nK,L − (vn,+K,L − vn,−K,L)]ϕ(x,nk)dγ(x)ds.
● Study of G(unK , unL) −Φ(unK):






G(unK , unL) −Φ(unK) = Φ(s(unK , unL)) −Φ(unK)





First case : ∫ s(unK ,unL)
un
K
η′(t)f ′(t)dt < 0.






















∣F (d, c) − F (d, d)∣,









),m]f(t)=F (m,s(unK , unL)), we thus have





∣F (d, c) − F (d, d)∣.
Second case : ∫ s(unK ,unL)
un
K






= ∫ s(unK ,unL)
un
K









∣F (d, c) − f(d)∣,











]f(t) = F (unK , s(unK , unL)).
We deduce that in both cases we have





∣F (d, c) − f(d)∣. (53)
By using the same technics, we show that for any (K,L) ∈ Tn





∣F (c, d) − f(d)∣ (54)





∣F (d, c) − f(c)∣ (55)





∣F (c, d) − f(c)∣. (56)
● Study of 1∣σK,L∣ ∫σK,L ϕ(x,nk)dγ(x) − 1∣K ∣ ∫K ϕ(y,nk)dy
Using the regularity of ϕ we get the following bound:
∣ 1∣σK,L∣ ∫σK,L ϕ(x,nk)dγ(x) − 1∣K ∣ ∫K ϕ(y,nk)dy∣ ⩽ h∥∇xϕ∥∞. (57)






[v⃗(x, s).nK,L − (vn,+K,L − vn,−K,L)]ϕ(x,nk)dγ(x)ds








k∣σK,L∣ ∫ (n+1)knk ∫σK,L {v⃗(x, s) − v⃗(y, t)}.nK,Ldγ(y)dt]ϕ(x,nk)dγ(x)ds,
and thanks to the regularity of v⃗, we deduce that there exists a constant c(v⃗) only depending on
v⃗ such that
1
k∣σK,L∣ ∣∫ (n+1)knk ∫σK,L {v⃗(x, s) − v⃗(y, t)}.nK,Ldγ(y)dt∣ ⩽ c(v⃗)(h + k). (58)
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k∣σK,L∣ ∫σK,L ∫ (n+1)knk {v⃗(x, s) − v⃗(y, t)}.nK,Ldγ(y)dt)ϕ(xσ, nk)dγ(x)ds





















k∣σK,L∣ ∫σK,L ∫ (n+1)knk {v⃗(x, s) − v⃗(y, t)}.nK,Ldγ(y)dt) [ϕ(x,nk) − ϕ(xσ, nk)]dγ(x)ds.
Thus, we deduce from this equality, (58) and the CFL condition (28) that there exists c(v⃗)





{v⃗(x, s).nK,L − (vn,+K,L − vn,−K,L)}ϕ(x,nk)dγ(x)ds∣
⩽ c(v⃗)∥∇xϕ∥∞∣σK,L∣kh2(1 + (1 − ξ) α¯2
V (F1 + F2)).
In this way, there exists a constant C depending only on v⃗, V,ϕ, u0, ub, T,Cg, ξ, α¯, η, F1, F2 and f ,







[v⃗(x, s).nK,L − (vn,+K,L − vn,−K,L)]ϕ(x,nk)dγ(x)dsRRRRRRRRRRRR⩽ Ch2 N−1∑
n=0 k ∑K∈T ∑L∈N(K) ∣σK,L∣∣Φ(unK)∣
⩽ Ch2 N−1∑





n=0 ∑K∈T k∣K ∣∣unK ∣⩽ Ch∣∣uT ,k ∣∣L1(D×(0,T )). (59)







[v⃗(x, s).nK,L − (vn,+K,L − vn,−K,L)]ϕ(x,nk)dγ(x)dsRRRRRRRRRRRR⩽ Ch∣∣uT ,k ∣∣L1(D×(0,T )). (60)
We are now ready to compare Bh,k2,int to B
h,k
3,int. Since
Bh,k2,int −Bh,k3,int = Sh,k2,int − Sh,k3,int − (Th,k2,int − Th,k3,int),
using (53),(54), (57) and (59) we get for some constant C independent of k and h that
∣Sh,k2,int − Sh,k3,int∣ ⩽ C N−1∑
n=0 ∑(K,L)∈Tn k∣σK,L∣h(vn,+K,L maxunL⩽c⩽d⩽unK ∣F (d, c) − f(d)∣ + vn,−K,L maxunL⩽c⩽d⩽unK ∣F (c, d) − f(d)∣)+Ch∣∣uT ,k ∣∣L1(D×(0,T )).
And using (55), (56), (57) and (60), we get similarly for some constant C independent of k and h that
∣Th,k2,int − Th,k3,int∣ ⩽ C N−1∑
n=0 ∑(K,L)∈Tn k∣σK,L∣h(vn,+K,L maxunL⩽c⩽d⩽unK ∣F (d, c) − f(c)∣ + vn,−K,L maxunL⩽c⩽d⩽unK ∣F (c, d) − f(c)∣)+Ch∣∣uT ,k ∣∣L1(D×(0,T )).
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Combining these two inequalities and using the second inequality of Proposition 2, we get for some
constant C depending only on v⃗, V,ϕ, u0, ub, T,Cg, g(0), ξ, α¯, η, F1, F2, f,D and whose value may change
from one line to another that for almost all ω
∣Bh,k2,int −Bh,k3,int∣ ⩽ C N−1∑











∣F (c, d) − f(c)∣}) +Ch∣∣uT ,k ∣∣L1(D×(0,T ))
⩽ C ×C2h1/2 +Ch∣∣uT ,k ∣∣L1(D×(0,T )),
where C2 is the constant given by Proposition 2. Therefore, for any P-measurable set A,
E[1A(Bh,k2,int −Bh,k3,int)] →
h→0 0.
II.3 Convergence of E[1A(B˜h,k3,b −Bh,k3,b )]
∣B˜h,k3,b −Bh,k3,b ∣ = RRRRRRRRRRR
N−1∑
n=0 ∑σ∈Eb k∣K ∣ ∣σ∣ {(vn,+K,σ − vn,−K,σ)Φ(unK) +CfV η(ub,nσ )}∫K ϕ(x,nk)dx
− N−1∑
n=0 ∑σ∈Eb ∫ (n+1)knk ∫σ v⃗(y, t).nK,σΦ(unK)ϕ(y,nk)dγ(y)dt
−CfV N−1∑
n=0 ∑σ∈Eb ∫ (n+1)knk ∫σ η(ub(y, t))ϕ(y,nk)dγ(y)dt









n=0 ∑σ∈Eb { k∣K ∣ ∣σ∣η(ub,nσ )∫K ϕ(x,nk)dx − ∫ (n+1)knk ∫σ η(ub(y, t))ϕ(y,nk)dγ(y)dt}
RRRRRRRRRRR .● Study of Uh,k3,b
In what follows, C is a constant depending only on v⃗, T, ∣D∣, ϕ, u0, ub,Cg, α¯, η and f , whose value
may change from one line to another. For almost all ω ∈ Ω we have
Uh,k3,b = RRRRRRRRRRR
N−1∑




n=0 ∑σ∈Eb Φ(unK){ 1∣K ∣ ∫ (n+1)knk ∫σ v⃗(y, t).nK,σ (∫K ϕ(x,nk)dx − ∣K ∣ϕ(y,nk))dγ(y)dt}
RRRRRRRRRRR⩽V N−1∑
n=0 ∑σ∈Eb ∣Φ(unK)∣ 1∣K ∣ ∫ (n+1)knk ∫σ ∫K ∣ϕ(x,nk) − ϕ(y,nk)∣dxdγ(y)dt
⩽C N−1∑
n=0 k ∑σ∈Eb h∣σ∣∣unK−κ∣.
We deduce from (3) and the stability estimate stated in Proposition 1 that
∑
σ∈Eb h∣σ∣E[(unK−κ)2] ⩽ 1α¯2 ∑K∈T ∣K ∣E[(unK−κ)2] ⩽ 2α¯2 (κ2∣D∣ + ∥uT ,k∥L∞(0,T ;L2(Ω×D))).
Therefore, using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we deduce that
E[1AUh,k3,b ] ⩽ C N−1∑
















● Study of U˜h,k3,b
Firstly we note that for any x ∈ R we have ∣η(x)∣ ⩽ ∥η′∥∞∣x − κ∣. Using this inequality and (57),
we deduce that for almost all ω ∈ Ω we have
U˜h,k3,b = RRRRRRRRRRRCfV
N−1∑

















(η(ub,nσ ) − η(ub(y, t)))ϕ(y,nk)dγ(y)dt}∣
⩽CfV ∣∣η′∣∣∞ N−1∑
n=0 ∑σ∈Eb {∥∇xϕ∥∞hk∣σ∣∣ub,nσ − κ∣ + ∣∣ϕ∣∣∞ ∫ (n+1)knk ∫σ ∣ub,nσ − ub(y, t)∣dγ(y)dt)}
⩽CfV ∣∣η′∣∣∞{h∥∇xϕ∥∞∣∣ub − κ∣∣L2((0,T )×∂D) + ∣∣ϕ∣∣∞ N−1∑
n=0 ∑σ∈Eb ∫ (n+1)knk ∫σ ∣ub,nσ − ub(y, t)∣dγ(y)dt}→ 0 as h→ 0.
Therefore, for any P -measurable set A, E[1A(B˜h,k3,b −Bh,k3,b )] →h→0 0.
II.4 Convergence of E[1A(C˜h,k −Ch,k)]
∣E[1A(C˜h,k −Ch,k)]∣ = ∣E [N−1∑
n=0 ∑K∈T ∫K 1A ∫ (n+1)knk [η′(u¯T ,k(t)) − η′(unK)]g(unK)ϕ(x,nk)dW (t)dx]∣
⩽ ∣E [N−1∑
n=0 ∑K∈T ∫K 1A ∫ (n+1)knk [η′(u¯T ,k(t)) − η′(unK)]g(unK) {ϕ(x,nk) − ϕ(x, t)}dW (t)dx]∣
+ ∣E [N−1∑
n=0 ∑K∈T ∫K 1A ∫ (n+1)knk [η′(u¯T ,k(t)) − η′(unK)]g(unK)ϕ(x, t)dW (t)dx]∣= Y h,k1 + Y h,k2 ,
where
Y h,k1 = ∣E [N−1∑
n=0 ∑K∈T ∫K 1A ∫ (n+1)knk {η′(u¯T ,k(t)) − η′(unK)}g(unK){ϕ(x,nk) − ϕ(x, t)}dW (t)dx]∣
and
Y h,k2 = ∣E [N−1∑
n=0 ∑K∈T 1A ∫K ∫ (n+1)knk {η′(u¯T ,k(t)) − η′(unK)}g(unK)ϕ(x, t)dW (t)dx]∣ .
Using successively Cauchy-Schwarz inequality on Ω ×D, Itô isometry and the constant Cest given by
Proposition 1 one gets
Y h,k1 ⩽ √∣D∣N−1∑
n=0
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ ∑K∈T ∫K E





n=0 { ∑K∈T ∫K ∫ (n+1)knk E[{η′(u¯T ,k(t)) − η′(unK)}2g2(unK){ϕ(x,nk) − ϕ(x, t)}2]dtdx}
1/2
⩽ 2k√∣D∣∣∣ϕt∣∣∞∣∣η′∣∣∞ N−1∑
n=0 { ∑K∈T ∫K ∫ (n+1)knk E[g2(unK)]dtdx}
1/2
⩽ 2√2√k√∣D∣∣∣ϕt∣∣∞∣∣η′∣∣∞ {Cg N−1∑
n=0 k( ∑K∈T ∣K ∣E[(unK)2])1/2 + T ∣g(0)∣√∣D∣}⩽ 2√2√k√∣D∣Cg ∣∣ϕt∣∣∞∣∣η′∣∣∞ {TCest + T ∣g(0)∣√∣D∣}→ 0 as (h, k/h)→ (0,0).
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Note that here Assumption H6 on the function g is important:
(Y h,k2 )2 = ∣E [N−1∑
n=0 ∑K∈T 1A ∫K ∫ (n+1)knk {η′(u¯T ,k(t)) − η′(unK)}g(unK)ϕ(x, t)dW (t)dx]∣
2
= RRRRRRRRRRRE [1A ∫D ∫
T
0










E[{η′(u¯T ,k) − η′(uT ,k)}2g2(uT ,k)ϕ2(x, t)]dtdx⩽ ∣D∣∥ϕ∥2∞∥η′′∥2∞∥g∥2∞∥u¯T ,k − uT ,k∥2L2(Ω×Q)→ 0 as (h, k/h)→ (0,0), using Proposition 3.
In this way,
E[1A(C˜h,k −Ch,k)]→ 0 as (h, k/h)→ (0,0).
II.5 Convergence of E[1A(D˜h,k −Dh,k)]
Note that here, again, Assumption H6 on the function g is important





n=0 1A ∫K ∫ (n+1)knk [η′′(unK) − η′′(u¯T ,k(t))] g2(unK)ϕ(x,nk)dxdt]∣⩽ 1
2
∣∣g∣∣2∞∣∣ϕ∣∣∞∥η′′′∥∞∥u¯T ,k − uT ,k∥L1(Ω×Q)
⩽ √T ∣D∣
2
∣∣g∣∣2∞∣∣ϕ∣∣∞∥η′′′∥∞∥u¯T ,k − uT ,k∥L2(Ω×Q)→ 0 as (h, k/h)→ (0,0), using Proposition 3.
In this way,
E[1A(D˜h,k −Dh,k)]→ 0 as (h, k/h)→ (0,0).
Conclusion of STEP II:
By gathering the results obtained previously, one gets that for any P-measurable set A,
E[1ARh,k]→ 0 as (h, k/h)→ (0,0),
which concludes the proof of the proposition.
Proposition 5 Proposition 4 holds for a general monotone flux F , with the same assumptions.
Proof. The proof of Proposition 4 holds for any monotone numerical flux F , except when we deal with the
terms
Bh,k1 −Bh,k2 ,Bh,k2,b − B˜h,k3,b and Bh,k2,int −Bh,k3,int,
respectively in the steps I.2.1 p.20, I.2.2 p.21 and II.2 p.27, where we truly exploit the fact that F is a
Godunov numerical flux. In order to adapt these three points of the proof to the case of any monotone
numerical flux F , we use then the decomposition given by Lemma 2:
F (a, b) = θ(a, b)FG(a, b) + (1 − θ(a, b))FLF (a, b).
Let us begin with a definition of the entropy numerical flux G, which uses the above decomposition: for any
a, b ∈ R
G(a, b) = θ(a, b)GG(a, b) + (1 − θ(a, b))GLF (a, b),
where
GG(a, b) = Φ(s(a, b)) and GLF (a, b) = Φ(a) +Φ(b)
2
−MF (η(b) − η(a)),
with s(a, b) ∈ [min(a, b),max(a, b)] and MF = max(F1, F2).
Now let us analyse separately
Bh,k1 −Bh,k2 ,Bh,k2,b − B˜h,k3,b and Bh,k2,int −Bh,k3,int.
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• Study of Bh,k1 −Bh,k2 : let us show that P-almost surely in Ω,
Bh,k1 −Bh,k2 ⩾ 0.
We split Bh,k1 −Bh,k2 into the sum of two terms:
Bh,k1 −Bh,k2
=N−1∑
n=0 ∑K∈T k∣K ∣ ∑σ∈EK θ(unK , unK,σ)∣σ∣{vn,+K,σ[η′(unK)(FG(unK , unK,σ) − f(unK)) − (GG(unK , unK,σ) −Φ(unK))]}




n=0 ∑K∈T k∣K ∣ ∑σ∈EK(1 − θ(unK , unK,σ))∣σ∣{vn,+K,σ[η′(unK)(FLF (unK , unK,σ) − f(unK)) − (GLF (unK , unK,σ) −Φ(unK))]}




Note that the first sum (which involves the Godunov flux) is P-almost surely nonnegative by using
the same arguments as the one used in the Step I.1.2 p.20: each term of the sum was almost surely
nonnegative, which remains true when we multiply each term of the sum by θ(unK , unK,σ), which is
nonnegative. In order to show that the second sum (which concerns the Lax-Friedrichs flux) is also




+MFx and f2(x) = f(x)
2
−MFx.
We can then consider the upwind schemes associated to each of these fluxes: respectively
FLF1 (a, b) = f(a)
2
+MF a and FLF2 (a, b) = f(b)
2
−MF b
and notice that the Lax-Friedrichs flux FLF is the sum of the two fluxes FLF1 and FLF2 associated to
upwind schemes (in other words, the Lax-Friedrichs scheme belongs to the class of the flux-splitting
schemes). We denote by GLF1 and GLF2 the associated entropy numerical fluxes:
GLF1 (a, b) = φ(a) +MF η(a)
2
and GLF2 (a, b) = φ(b) −MF η(b)
2
.
We split the second sum in the right hand side of (61) into two parts:
N−1∑








n=0 ∑K∈T k∣K ∣ ∑σ∈EK(1 − θ(unK , unK,σ))∣σ∣{vn,+K,σ[η′(unK)(FLF2 (unK , unK,σ) − f(unK)) − (GLF2 (unK , unK,σ) −Φ(unK))]− vn,−K,σ[η′(unK)(FLF2 (unK,σ, unK) − f(unK)) − (GLF2 (unK,σ, unK) −Φ(unK))]}∫
K
ϕ(x,nk)dx.
We note then that each of the two sums corresponds to the term appearing when we consider a
monotone flux (FLF1 or FLF2 ) and the corresponding upwind schemes, except that each term of the
sum is multiplied by (1 − θ(unK , unK,σ)) which is nonnegative. Such schemes are particular cases of
Godunov schemes and hence it follows from the step I.1.2 p.20 that each term of each sum is almost
surely nonnegative and therefore the sum is almost surely nonnegative.
• Study of Bh,k2,b − B˜h,k3,b : similarly, using the decomposition result given by Lemma 2, and the step I.2.2
p.21 of the proof of Proposition 4 we show that P-almost surely in Ω,
Bh,k2,b − B˜h,k3,b ⩾ 0.
• Study of Bh,k2,int −Bh,k3,int: as previously, by using again the decomposition result given by Lemma 2,




The following proposition investigates the entropy inequalities which are satisfied by the approximate solu-
tion uT ,k.
Proposition 6 (Continuous entropy inequality on the discrete solution) Assume that hypotheses
H1 to H7 hold. Let T be an admissible mesh in the sense of Definition 3, N ∈ N⋆ and let k = TN ∈ R⋆+ be the





η(uT ,k)ϕt(x, t)dxdt + ∫
Q





η′(uT ,k)g(uT ,k)ϕ(x, t)dxdW (t) + 1






where for any P-measurable set A, E[1AR˜h,k]→ 0 as (h, k/h)→ (0,0).
Proof. The proof of this proposition will be separate in two steps: in a first time we will show that
Inequality (62) holds for a convenient R˜h,k and in a second time, we will prove that for any P-measurable
set A, E[1AR˜h,k]→ 0 as (h, k/h)→ (0,0).
Let T > 0, u0 ∈ L2(D), T be an admissible mesh in the sense of Definition 3, N ∈ N⋆ and k = TN ∈ R⋆+.We
assume that (h, k/h)→ (0,0) in this way we can suppose that the CFL Condition
k ⩽ (1 − ξ)α¯2h(F1 + F2)V ,
holds for some ξ ∈ (0,1). In this manner, the estimates given by Proposition 1 and Proposition 2 hold.
Consider η ∈ A and ϕ ∈ D+(Rd × [0, T )).
Step I: Let us show that Inequality (62) holds for a convenient R˜h,k.
Note that the first term of Inequality (44) given by Proposition 4 can be rewritten in the following way:
− N−1∑




η(uT ,k)ϕt(x, t − k)dxdt + ∑
K∈T ∫K η(u0K)ϕ(x,0)dx.
Indeed, thanks to the discrete integration by part formula
N−1∑
n=1 an(bn − bn−1) = aNbN−1 − a0b0 − N−1∑n=0 bn(an+1 − an)





η(uT ,k)ϕt(x, t − k)dxdt =+N−1∑
n=1 ∑K∈T ∫K η(unK)[ϕ(x,nk) − ϕ(x, (n − 1)k)]dx
= − N−1∑
n=0 ∑K∈T ∫K [η(un+1K ) − η(unK)]ϕ(x,nk)dx+ ∑
K∈T ∫K η(uNK)ϕ(x, (N − 1)k) − η(u0K)ϕ(x,0)dx
= − N−1∑
n=0 ∑K∈T ∫K [η(un+1K ) − η(unK)]ϕ(x,nk)dx− ∑
K∈T ∫K η(u0K)ϕ(x,0)dx.
By denoting




η′(uT ,k)g(uT ,k)ϕ(x, t)dxdW (t)
Dh,k1 = 12 ∫Q η′′(uT ,k)g2(uT ,k)ϕ(x, t)dxdt
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one gets from Inequality (44), Inequality (62) with R˜h,k defined by









η(uT ,k)ϕt(x, t − k)dxdt
+∫
Q
Φ(uT ,k)v⃗(x, t).∇xϕ(x, t)dxdt − N−1∑




n=0 ∫K ∫ (n+1)knk η′(unK)g(unK)ϕ(x,nk)dW (t)dx
+Dh,k1 − 12 N−1∑n=0 ∑K∈T ∫ (n+1)knk ∫K η′′(unK)g2(unK)ϕ(x,nk)dxdt
+CfV ⎛⎝∫ T0 ∫∂D ϕ(x, t)η(ub(x, t))dγ(x)dt − N−1∑n=0 ∑σ∈Eb ∫ (n+1)knk ∫σ η(ub(x, t))ϕ(x,nk)dγ(x)dt⎞⎠ ,
where Rh,k is given by (52) in Proposition 4.
Step II: Let us show that for any P-measurable set A, E[1AR˜h,k]→ 0 as (h, k/h)→ (0,0).
Thanks to Proposition 4, we know that E[1ARh,k] → 0 as (h, k/h) → (0,0). Then it remains to study the




K∈T ∫K η(u0K)ϕ(x,0)dx)] ,
E [1A (∫
Q




η(uT ,k)ϕt(x, t − k)dxdt)] ,
E [1A (∫
Q
Φ(uT ,k)v⃗(x, t).∇xϕ(x, t)dxdt − N−1∑
n=0 ∑K∈T ∫ (n+1)knk ∫K Φ(unK)v⃗(x, t).∇xϕ(x,nk)dxdt)] ,
E
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣1A
⎛⎝Ch,k1 − ∑K∈T N−1∑n=0 ∫K ∫ (n+1)knk η′(unK)g(unK)ϕ(x,nk)dW (t)dx⎞⎠
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ = E[1A(Ch,k1 − C˜h,k)],
E
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣1A
⎛⎝Dh,k1 − 12 N−1∑n=0 ∑K∈T ∫ (n+1)knk ∫K η′′(unK)g2(unK)ϕ(x,nk)dxdt⎞⎠
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ = E[1A(Dh,k1 − D˜h,k)],
E
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣1ACfV
⎛⎝∫ T0 ∫∂D ϕ(x, t)η(ub(x, t))dγ(x)dt − N−1∑n=0 ∑σ∈Eb ∫ (n+1)knk ∫σ η(ub(x, t))ϕ(x,nk)dγ(x)dt⎞⎠
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,
where C˜h,k and D˜h,k have been defined respectively by (50) and (51) in the proof of Proposition 4. Let us
analyze separately the convergence of these terms as (h, k/h)→ (0,0).









K∈T ∫K η(u0K)ϕ(x,0)dx)]∣ ⩽ ∥η′∥∞∥ϕ∥∞ ∫D ∣u0(x) − ∑K∈T u0K ∣dx,
which goes classically to 0 when h tends to 0 (see [CH00] p.135 for example).
II.2. Convergence of E [1A (∫
Q




η(uT ,k)ϕt(x, t − k)dxdt)]
∣E [∫
Q




η(uT ,k)ϕt(x, t − k)dxdt]∣









⩽ ∥ϕtt∥∞k∥η′∥∞√∣D∣T ∥uT ,k − κ∥L2(Ω×Q)+ k∥ϕt∥∞∥η′∥∞√∣D∣∥uT ,k − κ∥L∞(0,T ;L2(Ω×D)).
We deduce easily that E [1A (∫
Q




η(uT ,k)ϕt(x, t − k)dxdt)] →
h→0 0.
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II.3. Convergence of E [1A (∫
Q
Φ(uT ,k)v⃗(x, t).∇xϕ(x, t)dxdt − N−1∑
n=0 ∑K∈T ∫ (n+1)knk ∫K Φ(unK)v⃗(x, t).∇xϕ(x,nk)dxdt)]RRRRRRRRRRRE [1A (∫QΦ(uT ,k)v⃗(x, t).∇xϕ(x, t)dxdt −
N−1∑




n=0 ∑K∈T E [1A ∫ (n+1)knk ∫K Φ(unK)v⃗(x, t).[∇xϕ(x, t) −∇xϕ(x,nk)]dxdt]




∣uT ,k − κ∣dxdt]
⩽ h∥Φ′∥∞∥∇xxϕ∥∞V√T ∣D∣∥uT ,k − κ∥L2(Ω×Q)→
h→0 0.
II.4. Convergence of E[1A(Ch,k1 − C˜h,k)]
Using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality on Ω ×D and Itô isometry one gets
∣E[1A(Ch,k1 − C˜h,k)]∣ = ∣E [1A N−1∑









K∈T ∫K ∫ (n+1)knk E[(η′(unK)g(unK){ϕ(x,nk) − ϕ(x, t)})2]dtdx)
1/2
⩽ k√2√∣D∣Cg ∣∣ϕt∣∣∞∣∣η′∣∣∞ N−1∑
n=0 k{∣g(0)∣√∣D∣ + ( ∑K∈T ∣K ∣E[(unK)2])1/2}⩽ k√2√∣D∣Cg ∣∣ϕt∣∣∞∣∣η′∣∣∞T{∣g(0)∣√∣D∣ + ∣∣uT ,k ∣∣L∞(0,T ;L2(Ω×Q))}→
h→0 0,
where we have used Proposition 1 to conclude.
II.5. Convergence of E[1A(Dh,k1 − D˜h,k)]




II.6. Convergence of E
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣1ACfV
⎛⎝∫ T0 ∫∂D ϕ(x, t)η(ub(x, t))dγ(x)dt − N−1∑n=0 ∑σ∈Eb ∫ (n+1)knk ∫σ η(ub(x, t))ϕ(x,nk)dγ(x)dt⎞⎠
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦RRRRRRRRRRRRE
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣1A
⎛⎝∫ T0 ∫∂D ϕ(x, t)η(ub(x, t))dγ(x)dt − N−1∑n=0 ∑σ∈Eb ∫ (n+1)knk ∫σ η(ub(x, t))ϕ(x,nk)dγ(x)dt⎞⎠
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
RRRRRRRRRRRR⩽ k∥ϕt∥∞ N−1∑
n=0 ∑σ∈Eb ∫ (n+1)knk ∫σ ∣η(ub(x, t))∣dγ(x)dt⩽ k∥ϕt∥∞∥η′∥∞T ∣∂D∣∥ub − κ∥L∞((0,T )×∂D)→
h→0 0.
To summarize, we proved in this second step that E[1AR˜h,k]→ 0 as (h, k/h)→ (0,0), which concludes the
proof of the proposition.
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5.3 Proof of the convergence
And we prove now the convergence of the finite volume approximation uT ,k to the stochastic entropy solution
of Problem (1).
Theorem 3 (Convergence to the stochastic entropy solution) Assume that hypotheses H1 to H7
hold. Let T be an admissible mesh in the sense of Definition 3, N ∈ N⋆, let k = T
N
∈ R⋆+ be the time step. Let
uT ,k be the finite volume approximation defined by (7). Then uT ,k converges in Lp(Ω×Q) for any 1 ⩽ p < 2
to the unique stochastic entropy solution of (1) in the sense of Definition 1 as (h, k/h)→ (0,0).
Proof. Let T be an admissible mesh in the sense of Definition 3, N ∈ N⋆ and let k = T
N
∈ R⋆+ be the time
step such that k/h → 0 as h → 0. In this way we can suppose that (at least for h small enough) the CFL
Condition
k ⩽ (1 − ξ)α¯2h
V (F1 + F2) ,
holds for some ξ ∈ (0,1). In this manner, the estimates given by Proposition 1 and Proposition 2 hold.
Consider A a P-measurable set, η ∈ A, ϕ ∈ D+(Rd × [0, T )).





η(uT ,k)ϕt(x, t)dxdt] +E[1A ∫
Q









η′′(uT ,k)g2(uT ,k)ϕ(x, t)dxdt]






To show the convergence of uT ,k towards the unique stochastic entropy solution of our problem, we aim to
pass to the limit in the above inequality. Thanks to Proposition 6 we know that for any P-measurable set A,
E[1AR˜h,k]→ 0 as (h, k/h)→ (0,0). Thus it remains to study the convergence of the left-hand side of (63).
Recall that thanks to the estimate stated in Proposition 1, uT ,k converges (up to a subsequence denoted in
the same way) in the sense of Young measures to an “entropy process” denoted by u in L2(Ω ×Q × (0,1))
(see Section 4.3).
1. Study of E[1A ∫
Q
η(uT ,k)ϕt(x, t)dxdt]
Note that Ψ ∶ (ω,x, t, ν) ∈ Ω×Q×R↦ 1A(ω)η(ν)ϕt(x, t) ∈ R is a Carathéodory function such that Ψ(., uT ,k)
is bounded in L2(Ω ×Q), it is therefore uniformly integrable, thus
E [1A ∫
Q




η(u(x, t, α))dαϕt(x, t)dxdt] as h→ 0.
2. Study of E[1A ∫
Q
Φ(uT ,k)v⃗(x, t).∇xϕ(x, t)dxdt]
Since Φ(uT ,k) is bounded in L2(Ω ×Q), using the same arguments as previously, we obtain
E [1A ∫
Q




Φ(u(x, t, α))v⃗(x, t).∇xϕ(x, t)dαdxdt] as h→ 0.




η′(uT ,k)g(uT ,k)ϕ(x, t)dxdW (t)]
By denoting Ψ ∶ (ω,x, t, ν) ∈ Ω × Q × R ↦ η′(ν)g(ν)ϕ(x, t) ∈ R, Ψ(., uT ,k) is bounded in L2(Ω × Q), and
therefore Ψ(., uT ,k) converges weakly (up to a subsequence denoted in the same way) in L2(Ω ×Q) to an
element called χ.
But, for any φ ∈ L2(Ω ×Q), (ω,x, t, ν) ∈ Ω ×Q ×R ↦ φ(ω,x, t)Ψ(ω,x, t, ν) is a Carathéodory function such
that (φΨ(., uT ,k)) is uniformly integrable. It is based on the fact that for any subset H of Ω ×Q,
∫
H
∣φΨ(., uT ,k)∣dxdtdP ⩽ ∣∣Ψ(., uT ,k)∣∣L2(H) [∫
H
∣φ∣2dxdtdP ]1/2 .
Thus, at the limit, ∫
Ω×Q χφdxdtdP = ∫Ω×Q ∫ 10 Ψ(.,u(., α))dαφdxdtdP.
By identification, Ψ(., uT ,k)→ ∫ 1
0
Ψ(.,u(., α))dα weakly in L2(Ω ×Q). Using now the linear continuity of
the stochastic integral from L2(Ω ×Q) to L2(Ω ×D), which implies the continuity for the weak topology:
∫ T
0




η′(u(., α))g(u(., α))ϕdαdW (t) weakly in L2(Ω ×D).
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η′′(uT ,k)g2(uT ,k)ϕ(x, t)dxdt]
Since Ψ ∶ (ω,x, t, ν) ∈ Ω × Q × R ↦ η′′(ν)g2(ν)ϕ(x, t)1A(ω) ∈ R is a Carathéodory function such that











η′′(u(x, t, α))g2(u(x, t, α))ϕ(x, t)dαdxdt].
Finally, by passing to the limit in Inequality (63), we obtain:
For any P-measurable set A, for any η ∈ A and for any ϕ ∈ D+(Rd × [0, T ))































Hence u is a measure-valued entropy solution in the sense of Definition 2. Thanks to Theorem 1, u is
independent of α and is hence the unique stochastic entropy solution in the sense of Definition 1 and we
denote it by u. In this way, all the sequence of approximate solution uT ,k converges to u in L1(Ω ×Q). In
addition, since uT ,k is bounded in L2(Ω×Q), all the sequence converges in Lp(Ω×Q) for any 1 ⩽ p < 2.
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